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This document provides a template for Strategic Outline Programme (SOP) submissions for

the 21st Century Schools Programme, and should be completed in full by 29th October 2010.

Notes to help with completion of this template are provided in Italics.

Where appropriate, cross-references are given to the CRITERIA which will be used to

evaluate responses, as set out in Section 4 of the Information document.

Please make your answers clear, concise and relevant. A full page box allows up to

approximately 500 words.  If you are copying and pasting text from another document

please ensure the font is Arial point size 11. 

Throughout this document the term “school” is used to mean all educational facilities

serving the age group 3-19.

Please contact the 21st Century Schools programme team if clarification or advice is required

in completing this document.

The completed SOP document should be submitted electronically. A dedicated email

address for this purpose will be provided in advance of the submission deadline.
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1. Executive Summary 

Please provide a concise and comprehensive overview of the SOP’s content, 

key conclusions and principal recommendations.
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2. Purpose 

This Strategic Outline Programme sets out proposals for investment under the Welsh

Assembly Government’s 21st Century Schools Programme. 

The purpose of the document is to seek approval of the strategic context and approach to

delivery of 21st Century education within the Local Authority and to the projects identified

for investment. This will then facilitate strategic and collaborative planning and the setting

of associated budgets, and allow the Council to move forward to identify in more detail and

cost key components of the programme and any enabling projects that may be necessary. It

will also facilitate the speedy production of subsequent business cases for the elements of

investment.
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3. Strategic Case

This section provides the overview of the authority’s strategic approach to the 21st Century

Schools Programme. A successful assessment of this strategy is a necessary precursor to

consideration of investment proposals set out in subsequent sections of this document.

3.1 Organisation overview 

Please provide a snapshot of the authority, its geographical area and the population served,

to which the proposed programme applies.
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3.2 Existing situation 

Please set out the existing situation in broad outline, but with sufficient background
information to support your proposals, referring to:

-  educational outcomes (ESTYN and other measures);

-  numbers and types of schools;

-  school places (surplus or deficit); 

-  any location issues (the right schools in the right places);

-  condition and suitability (reference should be made to the findings of the  
recent school estate survey and your asset management plan data); 
[CRITERIA: 2.1 and 2.2]

-  other factors considered relevant.
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3.3 Strategy and programme investment aims  

The aims of the programme are, in line with the national programme objectives, to deliver:

• Learning environments for children and young people aged from 3 to19 that will enable

the successful implementation of strategies for school improvement and better

educational outcomes; 

• Greater economy through better use of resources to improve the efficiency and 

cost-effectiveness of the education estate and public service provision; and

• A sustainable education system with all schools meeting a 21st Century Schools Standard,

and reducing the recurrent costs and carbon footprint.

The achievement of these aims will be delivered through the following:  

Please provide an overview of the strategy and groups of projects as a series of bullet points,

and say how these contribute to the three main aims. Reference should also be made to

other related investment or change programmes in which the Authority is engaged, or

intends to be. 

[CRITERIA: 1.1 to 1.5] 
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3.4 Business needs and proposed solutions

Please set out the current and future need for change in relation to the situation 

outlined in 3.2 for each of the following:

- School improvement including proposals related to the School Effectiveness Framework

and opportunities where appropriate for joint working at WAG/authority/school level.

[CRITERIA: 1.1] 
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- 21st Century Schools is more than just a building programme, please demonstrate how

you propose to transform approaches to teaching and learning, including the use of ICT

across ages 3 - 19.

[CRITERIA: 1.2] 
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- School organisation - location, size and types of school; addressing surplus places if

appropriate; consideration of inter-authority issues; organisational change across the 

3-19 spectrum; or otherwise improving the efficiency of the school estate. Reference

should also be made here to demand and any proposals for Welsh Medium education,

and to Statutory approvals that may be needed for organisational change. 

[CRITERIA: 1.3] 
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- Sustainability and carbon reduction strategies. 

[CRITERIA: 1.4] 
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- Strategies for co-location and integration through community-focused  schools and/or

local or regional regeneration; reference should be made where appropriate to the role

of Local Service Boards in enabling such initiatives. 

[CRITERIA: 1.5] 
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3.5 Benefits, risks, dependencies and constraints 

Please provide a résumé of the main benefits and risks associated with the delivery of the

proposed programme, together with any dependencies (between this programme and other

local or regional strategies) and constraints.
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4. Economic case

4.1 Critical success factors 

Please list the criteria (critical success factors) against which you will assess the successful

delivery of the projects and the evaluation of options [CRITERIA: 2.5]. Examples might

include:

• Projects deliver elements of educational transformation;

• Completed projects have high levels of user satisfaction;

• Young people are involved in design of projects;

• Local contractors and/or suppliers are able to bid;

• Projects could have exemplar/demonstration status;

• Projects introduce significant efficiencies into the system, e.g. reduction of running costs.
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4.2 Option appraisal 

Please list and evaluate the main choices (or options) that have been considered for the

successful delivery of the programme. Evidence should be provided of thorough

consideration of options informing proposed solutions which meet national investment

objectives. A ‘do nothing’ or ‘do minimum’ approach should be identified as a baseline

option for comparison purposes. 

[CRITERIA: 2.5]

Please provide responses in relation to:

- describing the range of possible options for the programme in relation to the key

investment aims (see section 3.3) and critical success factors as stated in 4.1;

- assessing the main advantages and weaknesses of each option;

- outlining the potential projects (or investments) that would correspond with each option;

- assessing in broad terms the cost and affordability of each option; 

- applying a weighting and scoring method to determine the preferred option.

The options might include, for example: 

Choices regarding the scope of the programme at different stages (e.g. 3-19 scope across the

whole estate, or an area by area approach, or by age group – including cross-phase solutions

such as all-through schools);

Amalgamation, co-location, new-build, refurbishment, repair or closure;

Implementation (short, medium, long-term phasing, grouping of schools in different

combinations, joint planning with neighbouring authorities);

Need for, or availability of, suitable sites to meet the programme 

[CRITERIA: 2.4];

Whether any statutory approvals required will be obtained in the timescale. 

Whether some options permit innovation and might be put forward as

exemplars/demonstration projects - see Section 3 of the Information Document. 

[CRITERIA: 2.6]
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4.3 Preferred option 

Please describe the preferred option for the successful implementation of the programme.

The choice made must meet the key programme objectives and critical success factors.

Evidence should be provided that all key stakeholders (e.g. Diocesan authorities or colleges)

have been consulted on the preferred option and that where possible consensus has been

reached. [CRITERIA: 2.5]

The response should outline:

- the key investments within the programme- short-term, medium-term and long-term,

identifying in particular those that are seen as priorities for funding within band A of the

programme;

- complete your investment profile in the box below;

- whether intended to be separate procurements in their own right, or which could be

collaboratively procured with other authorities;

- key milestones for the projects in the proposed programme over a 10 year period;

23

Band Brief description of the project
Estimated 
value £(m)

Band A
2012 - 2014

Band B
2015 - 2017

Band C
2018 - 2020

Band D
2021 - 2023

Please note that the figures entered in the table above should be the costs identified in

Section 6.1
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5. Commercial Case

5.1 Commercial strategy 

Please outline the commercial strategy for the programme. This may differ for individual

investments and should describe how the authority (or collaborating authorities) will

endeavour to ‘leverage’ the best available deal for each investment, or combination of

investments, from the supply-side and market place. Reference should be made to:

- strategy for compliance with competition requirements;

- likely extent of use of private sector contractors/ suppliers, in-house or public-sector

suppliers of services, partner organisations, etc;

- procurement through regional or other frameworks;

- prequalified contractors or suppliers;

- potential for innovative procurement- e.g. offsite construction;

- potential for use of local SMEs, local labour, materials, etc.
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6. Financial case

6.1 Indicative cost

Please indicate the total financial cost (to nearest £m) of the programme, broken down by

the constituent investments and/or procurements which you have set out in Section 4.2

particularly in relation to proposed phasing. Reference should be made to any off-setting

income likely to be available from capital receipts, etc. Costs should indicate capital

investment and procurement costs (fees) separately, and indicate whether VAT is payable.

Quantifiable financial benefits and risks should be included. Particular note should be made

of ongoing revenue savings expected from the project. The use of optimism bias should be

considered. 

The strategy for life-cycle maintenance of school assets should be described.
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6.2 Funding arrangements  

Please indicate how it is intended that these investments will be funded. Likely sources of

non-WAG funding, including prudential borrowing, capital receipts and other potential

sources should be stated.
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6.3 Affordability [Criteria: 2.3]

Please confirm the affordability of the priority projects put forward for funding under 

band A, indicating any agreements or understandings in place and/or any affordability gaps.

Assumptions regarding the level of WAG funding required should be stated. 
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7.     Management Case [Criteria: 3.1]

7.1 Programme management arrangements 

Please outline the programme management arrangements including the resources and

governance arrangements that are considered necessary to deliver this programme over

time (possibly in collaboration with other local authorities).
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7.2 Project management 

Outline the procurement plans and proposals for project management of 

band A projects if successful.
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7.3 Roles and responsibilities 

Please list the roles and responsibilities of all members of the programme team, any external

advisers and their roles. In accordance with best practice, the programme should have a

named Senior Responsible Owner (SRO), who takes ownership of the programme and is

responsible for its direction.



7.4 Project engagement

Outline the strategy for consulting with, and involvement of, stakeholders, the extent 

of consultation and involvement of children and young people, which has either been

undertaken to date or is planned. Please also provide evidence that school governors

generally are in support of programme proposals.
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7.5 Risk analysis and management

Please set out the proposed method for identifying risks to the implementation of the

programme and the management of these risks over time.
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7.6 Programme assurance 

Please state what arrangements are being considered or planned for external review of the

programme or projects, including any provision for gateway review.
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Please name the lead officer for contact on this submission

Date of submission: 

Lead officer:

Email: 


NCC Summary

		Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010										APPENDIX ONE - SOP

		AssetName		ConditionGrade		LandscapesGrade		SuitabilityGrade		SustainabilityGrade		TotalWeightedScore

		Hartridge High School		C		D		C				33

		Duffryn High School		C		C		C		C		44

		Somerton Primary School		C		D		C		B		45

		St Woolos Primary School		B		D		B		B		49

		Crindau Primary School		C		D		B		C		49

		Clytha Primary School		B		D		B		C		57

		St Mary's R.C. Primary School		C		D		B		C		49

		Ringland Primary		B		D		B		B		61

		Caerleon (Lodge Hill) Junior School		C		D		C		C		41

		Alway Primary		C		C		C		C		44

		Brynglas Primary School		C		D		B		C		49

		St Gabriel's R.C. Primary School		C		D		B		C		49

		St Andrew's Junior School		B		D		B		B		61

		Gaer Junior School		B		B		A		A		90

		Duffryn Junior School		C		D		B		C		49

		St Julian's School		B		B		B		C		62

		Gaer Infant School		C		D		A		B		69

		St Julians Primary School		B		D		B		B		61

		Malpas Park Primary School		C		D		B		C		49

		Milton Infants School		C		D		B		C		49

		Milton Junior School		C		D		B		C		49

		Duffryn Infant School		C		C		B		C		52

		Maesglas Primary School		C		B		B		C		54

		Queen's Hill PRU		B		D		B		C		57

		St Patrick`s R.C. Primary School		B		D		B		C		57

		Lliswerry High School		B		C		B		C		60

		Malpas C.I.W. Infant School		B		C		B		C		60

		Malpas C.I.W. Junior School		B		C		B		C		60

		Malpas Court Primary School		B		C		B		C		60

		Marshfield Primary School		B		C		B		C		60

		Glasllwch Primary School		B		B		B		C		62

		Bassaleg School		B		C		C		C		52

		Caerleon Comprehensive School		B		C		C		C		52

		Mount Pleasant Primary		C		C		B		C		52

		Caerleon Endowed Junior School		C		D		B		C		49

		Caerleon Endowed Infant school		C		C		B		C		52

		Langstone Primary School		C		B		B		C		54

		High Cross Primary		C		C		B		C		52

		Eveswell Primary School		B		D		B		B		61

		Pentrepoeth Primary School		B		B		B		C		62

		Maes Ebbw School		B		C		B		C		60

		St Joseph's R.C. Primary School		B		D		A		C		73

		Llanmartin Primary School		B		D		B		B		61

		Caerleon (Lodge Hill) Infants School		C		D		B		B		53

		Don Close Nursery		B		D		B		C		57

		Fairoak Nursery School		B		D		B		C		57

		St Michael's R.C. Primary School		B		D		B		C		57

		Pillgwenlly Primary School		B		C		B		C		60

		Maindee Primary School		B		D		B		B		61

		St Andrew's Infant School		B		D		B		B		61

		Lliswerry Primary		B		B		A		B		82

		St David's R.C. Junior and Infants School		B		D		A		B		77

		Ysgol Gymraeg Casnewydd		B		C		A		B		80

		Ysgol Gymraeg Ifor Hael		B		D		B		B		61

		Kimberley Nursery School		B		D		C		C		49

		Millbrook Primary School		C		D		B		B		53

		Monnow Primary school		B		D		B		B		61

		St Joseph's  R.C.High School		A		C		A		B		84

		Rogerstone Primary School		B		C		A		A		88

		Glan Usk Primary School		NEW BUILD								100

		Newport High School		A		D		A		A		101
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SCOPE

		Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010																APPENDIX TWO A - SOP

				SCOPE Option Appraisal		Option 1				Option 2				Option 3				Option 4

				"The What"		Do Nothing				Do Minimum				Do Major				Do Maximum

						Existing Development Programme				Wider Refurbishment Programme				Major Development Programme				Full Development Programme

						Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure

				INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

		1		To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching &		Limited impact on school		×		Inequalities of provision in city		×		Strategic benefits based on		Ö		Significant benefits across city		Ö

				learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning		estate, hinders delivery of vision				focused development of RLE				need, planned delivery of rich				rich learning environments

				environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes		no ability to develop RLE				lack of strategic focus / benefit				learning environments				for great number of stakeholders

		2		To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC		Inefficient estate, inability to		×		Limited efficiency measures,		×		Strategic targeted investment		Ö		Significant strategic investment		Ö

				estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location		support co-location, integration				not cost effective for all learners,				introduces efficiencies into				provides effective and efficient

				and integration of public services		public services				limited public service provision				system, reshaped sites allow				NCC estate on community foc.

														incorporation of public services				school sites and regional educ'n

		3		To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2		Maintenance backlog of £39m		×		Limited refurbed sites do not		×		Strategic targeted investment will		Ö		Significant strategic investment		Ö

				reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards,		prohibits improvements in the				introduce 21st C standards				develop sustainable schools				provides wide sustainable system

				reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints		standard of estate.				or reduce recurrent costs				capable of 21st C standards				underpinning 21st C standards

				CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

		4		To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis		Inability to deliver required		×		Inability to deliver required		×		Ability to deliver required		Ö		Ability to deliver required		Ö

						ASD / WMP provision				ASD / WMP provision				ASD / WMP				ASD / WMP

		5		To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration		Exemplar status of secondary		Ö		Exemplar status of secondary		Ö		Exemplar sec. schools & ability		Ö		Exemplar sec. schools & ability		Ö

				status		schools development prog				schools development prog				to deliver reg ASD/WMP				to deliver reg ASD/WMP/WMS

		6		To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system		Inability to resolve inefficiencies		×		Inequality of access for all,		×		Right school in the right place		Ö		Right school in right place		Ö

				with the right school in the right place for all learners		right school not in right place				right school not in right place				for all learners, improved access				for all learners, improved access

										minimal efficiencies delivered				strategic efficiencies delivered				city/region efficiencies delivered

		7		To have projects developed with high levels of user /		Pupils / users influenced design		Ö		Pupils / users influenced design		Ö		Reshaping of sites & new builds		Ö		Reshaping of sites & new builds		Ö

				community satisfaction, by the influencing of design		of 2 new secondaries / 1 primary				of 2 new secondaries / 1 primary				to be influenced by pupils/users				to be influenced by pupils/users

										limited opportunity to influence				building on previous secondaries				building on previous secondaries

										design / limited change of use				and primary new builds				and primary new builds

										of refurbed schools

		8		To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing /		Affordable - as funded by NCC		Ö		Refurb programme / responsive		×		Affordable - viable match funding		Ö		Not affordable - match funding of		×

				funding constraints for the authority on match funding		resources / prudential borrowing				maint & high out of county ASD				reduced revenue costs, cost				£45m not available to support bid

						high out of county ASD costs				discounted on Value for Money				benefits for the region and NCC

				SUMMARY OF BENEFITS		DISCOUNTED		3		DISCOUNTED		2		PREFERRED		8		POSSIBLE		7





Service Solutions

		Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010																APPENDIX TWO B - SOP

				SERVICE SOLUTIONS Option Appraisal		Option 1				Option 2				Option 3				Option 4

				"The How"		Do Nothing				Do Minimum				Do Major				Do Maximum

						Existing Development Programme				Wider Refurbishment Programme				Major Development Programme				Full Development Programme

						Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure

				INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

		1		To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching &		Current programme can deliver		×		Inequity in development of RLE		×		Delivery of RLE on large number		Ö		Dramatic impact on current		Ö

				learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning		RLE to a few, limited on the rest				across schools as environment				of sites with spread of benefits				estate creates large number

				environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes		of the city, inequitable impact				limits aspiration & outcomes				across all sectors and comms				rich learning environments

		2		To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC		Limited efficiencies emerging		×		Refurb programme unable to		×		Strategic targeted investment		Ö		Significant investment should		Ö

				estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location		as a result of focused				introduce sufficient efficiency				tailored to deliver efficiencies				improve efficiencies across city

				and integration of public services		investment on a few sites				or public service provision				& cost effective measures				supporting CF agenda

		3		To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2		Focused investment will achieve		Ö		Focused investment will achieve		Ö		Strategic targeted investment		Ö		Significant investment will		Ö

				reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards,		limited sustainability, reduced				limited sustainability, reduced				develops a sustainable system				provide sustainable system

				reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints		energy & carbon FP on few sites				energy & carbon FP on few sites				reducing recurrent costs etc				reducing recurrent costs etc

				CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

		4		To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis		Inability to meet statutory needs		×		Inability to meet statutory needs		×		Ability to deliver statutory needs		Ö		Ability to deliver statutory needs		Ö

						for ASD / WMP within the city				for ASD / WMP within the city				in ASD and WMP within city				in ASD and WMP within city

		5		To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö

				status		/ Constructing Excellence etc				/ Constructing Excellence etc				/ Constructing Excellence etc				/ Constructing Excellence etc

		6		To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system		Focused investment does not		×		Refurbed sites on same location		×		Targeted investment on specific		Ö		Significant investment will		Ö

				with the right school in the right place for all learners		generate city wide efficiencies				fail to deliver the right school				sites can deliver strategic savings				deliver huge savings, supporting

										in the right place				for right school in the right place				right school in the right place

		7		To have projects developed with high levels of user /		Secondary school programme		Ö		Secondary school programme		Ö		Secondary school programme		Ö		Secondary school programme		Ö

				community satisfaction, by the influencing of design		delivered high levels of user satn				delivered high levels of user satn				delivered high levels of user satn				delivered high levels of user satn

						on focused sites				on focused sites, however no				on focused sites ; ability to				on focused sites ; ability to

										capacity to influence design				ensure users / communities				ensure users / communities

										when refurbishing sites				influences design etc				influences design etc

		8		To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing /		NCC resourcing by prudential		Ö		A refurbishment programme		×		Match funding by the asset		Ö		Inability to provide match		×

				funding constraints for the authority on match funding		borrowing to deliver				would not provide the land				disposal programme				funding to a level of £45m

						current programme				or other assets for disposal				deemed affordable for NCC				not affordable for NCC

										to provide match funding

				SUMMARY OF BENEFITS		DISCOUNTED		4		DISCOUNTED		3		PREFERRED		8		POSSIBLE		7





Service Delivery

		Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010																APPENDIX TWO C - SOP

				SERVICE DELIVERY Option Appraisal		Option 1				Option 2				Option 3				Option 4

				"The Who"		Do Nothing				Do Minimum				Do Major				Do Maximum

						Existing Development Programme				Wider Refurbishment Programme				Major Development Programme				Full Development Programme

						Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure		Assessment		Measure

				INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

		1		To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching &		Current programme delivered by		×		Not all sites would be refurbed		×		Strategic large scale prog.		Ö		Strategic large scale prog.		Ö

				learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning		NCC and external contractors				inability to provide economies of				enabling bench marking &				enabling bench marking &

				environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes		limited financing, inequitable				scale with a limited programme				speed of delivery to wider pop'n				speed of delivery to wider pop'n

		2		To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC		Limited efficiency / effectiveness		×		Refurb programme could not		×		Targeted investment will		Ö		Significant investment will		Ö

				estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location		delivered to estate; inflexible				introduce sufficient efficiency to				improve E and CE in estate				improve E and CE in estate

				and integration of public services		hinders wider CF integration				support co-location /  integration				strategic aim of CF enabled				& increase potential for CF etc

		3		To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2		Maintenance backlog of £39m		×		Limited investment on some		×		Targeted investment will		Ö		Significant investment will		Ö

				reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards,		hinders improvements to sust.				refurbed sites, however,				provide sustainable system				provide sustainable systems

				reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints		inability to input 21st C stand.				will not deliver 21st C standards				reducing recurrent costs etc				reducing recurrent costs but

														& introducing 21st C standards

				CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

		4		To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis		Unable to meet statutory need		×		Unable to meet statutory need		×		Significant investment delivers		Ö		Significant investment delivers		Ö

						for WMP or ASD				for WMP or ASD				school improvement strategy				school improvement strategy

		5		To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö		Exemplar status & BREEAM		Ö

				status		/ Constructing Excellence etc				/ Constructing Excellence etc				/ Constructing Excellence etc				/ Constructing Excellence etc

		6		To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system		Unable to deliver right school		×		Unable to deliver right school		×		Strategic investment to put		Ö		Significant investment will put		Ö

				with the right school in the right place for all learners		in the right place for all learners				in the right place for all learners				right school in the right place				right school in the right place

		7		To have projects developed with high levels of user /		High level of user influence		Ö		High level of user influence		Ö		Strategic investment with high		Ö		Significant investment with high		Ö

				community satisfaction, by the influencing of design		on design of 2 x sec. schools				on design of 2 x sec. schools				stakeholder engagement to				stakeholder engagement to

														ensure users / comm influence				ensure users / comm influence

														both design and services				both design and services

		8		To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing /		Existing programme based		Ö		A refurbishment programme		×		Deemed affordable, however,		Ö		Not deemed affordable, by the		×

				funding constraints for the authority on match funding		on NCC resourcing & prud borr.				would not provide the land				match funding constraints				level of match funding which

						deemed affordable				or other assets for disposal				to level set for Band A				would be required for Band A

										to provide match funding				achieved through asset disposal

				SUMMARY OF BENEFITS		DISCOUNTED		3		DISCOUNTED		2		PREFERRED		8		POSSIBLE		7
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		Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010																		APPENDIX TWO D - SOP

				VALUE FOR MONEY Option Appraisal				Option 1				Option 2				Option 3				Option 4

								Do Nothing				Do Minimum				Do Major				Do Maximum

								Existing Dev Prog				Wider Ref Prog				Major Dev Prog				Full Dev Prog

						Weighting		Scoring		Total		Scoring		Total		Scoring		Total		Scoring		Total

				INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

		1		To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching &		5		3		10		4		20		5		25		5		25

				learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning

				environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes

		2		To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC		4		2		8		2		8		3		12		4		16

				estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location

				and integration of public services

		3		To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2		3		1		3		2		6		3		9		3		9

				reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards,

				reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints

				CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

		4		To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis		3		1		3		1		3		3		9		3		9

		5		To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration		3		3		9		3		9		3		9		3		9

				status

		6		To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system		4		2		8		2		8		4		16		4		16

				with the right school in the right place for all learners

		7		To have projects developed with high levels of user /		2		2		4		2		4		2		4		2		4

				community satisfaction, by the influencing of design

		8		To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing /		5		5		25		5		25		5		25		1		5

				funding constraints for the authority on match funding

				TOTALS (A)				19		70		21		83		28		109		25		93

				Initial Costs				NCC resources		£27M				£35M				£40M				£150M

				Life-cycle costs (B)						£48M				£56M				£64M				£250M

				Vfm result (A/B)						1.45				1.48				1.7				0.37

				SUMMARY OF HIGHEST VALUE FOR MONEY				DISCOUNTED				DISCOUNTED				PREFERRED				DISCOUNTED
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Sheet1

		Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010																								APPENDIX THREE - SOP

		Cost and Funding Matrix												BAND A		BAND A						BAND B		BAND C		BAND D		PROGRAMME

														TOTALS		2012/13		2013/14		2014/15		2015/18		2018/2021		2021/2024		TOTALS

														£		£		£		£		£		£		£		£

		Cost:

		Final Design & Feasibility Studies												500,000		500,000

		Project A		City wide Demountable Replacement										15,000,000		15,000,000

		Project B		Special School for ASD										10,000,000		10,000,000

		Project C		Welsh-medium Primary School										12,500,000		12,500,000

		Project D		Nursery Education										2,000,000		2,000,000

		TOTAL 21ST CENTURY BID - December 2010												40,000,000		40,000,000						100,000,000		100,000,000		100,000,000		340,000,000

		Match Funding by NCC for Band A												12,000,000		12,000,000

		Funding:

		NCC Capital Receipts from Asset Disposal List												9,200,000		9,200,000

		NCC Invest to Save (rounded down)												2,800,000		1,200,000		1,200,000		400,000

		TOTAL 21ST CENTURY MATCH FUNDING												12,000,000		12,000,000

		Plus:

		Project E		Collaboration - Digital Learning Platform												Final costs to be determined

		Funded by:

		IS&C Revenue Budget - Digital Learning Platform														Final costs to be determined
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Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010 APPENDIX ONE - SOP

AssetName ConditionGrade LandscapesGrade SuitabilityGrade SustainabilityGrade TotalWeightedScore
Hartridge High School C D C  33
Caerleon (Lodge Hill) Junior School C D C C 41
Duffryn High School C C C C 44
Alway Primary C C C C 44
Somerton Primary School C D C B 45
St Woolos Primary School B D B B 49
Crindau Primary School C D B C 49
St Mary's R.C. Primary School C D B C 49
Brynglas Primary School C D B C 49
St Gabriel's R.C. Primary School C D B C 49
Duffryn Junior School C D B C 49
Malpas Park Primary School C D B C 49
Milton Infants School C D B C 49
Milton Junior School C D B C 49
Caerleon Endowed Junior School C D B C 49
Kimberley Nursery School B D C C 49
Duffryn Infant School C C B C 52
Bassaleg School B C C C 52
Caerleon Comprehensive School B C C C 52
Mount Pleasant Primary C C B C 52
Caerleon Endowed Infant school C C B C 52
High Cross Primary C C B C 52
Caerleon (Lodge Hill) Infants School C D B B 53
Millbrook Primary School C D B B 53
Maesglas Primary School C B B C 54
Langstone Primary School C B B C 54
Clytha Primary School B D B C 57
Queen's Hill PRU B D B C 57
St Patrick`s R.C. Primary School B D B C 57
Don Close Nursery B D B C 57
Fairoak Nursery School B D B C 57
St Michael's R.C. Primary School B D B C 57
Lliswerry High School B C B C 60
Malpas C.I.W. Infant School B C B C 60
Malpas C.I.W. Junior School B C B C 60
Malpas Court Primary School B C B C 60
Marshfield Primary School B C B C 60
Maes Ebbw School B C B C 60
Pillgwenlly Primary School B C B C 60
Ringland Primary B D B B 61
St Andrew's Junior School B D B B 61
St Julians Primary School B D B B 61
Eveswell Primary School B D B B 61
Llanmartin Primary School B D B B 61
Maindee Primary School B D B B 61
St Andrew's Infant School B D B B 61
Ysgol Gymraeg Ifor Hael B D B B 61
Monnow Primary school B D B B 61
St Julian's School B B B C 62
Glasllwch Primary School B B B C 62
Pentrepoeth Primary School B B B C 62
Gaer Infant School C D A B 69
St Joseph's R.C. Primary School B D A C 73
St David's R.C. Junior and Infants School B D A B 77
Ysgol Gymraeg Casnewydd B C A B 80
Lliswerry Primary B B A B 82
St Joseph's  R.C.High School A C A B 84
Rogerstone Primary School B C A A 88
Gaer Junior School B B A A 90
Glan Usk Primary School 100
Newport High School A D A A 101

PFI NEW BUILD



Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010

SCOPE Option Appraisal 
"The What"

Assessment Measure Assessment Measure Assessment Measure Assessment Measure
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

1 To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching & Limited impact on school × Inequalities of provision in city × Strategic benefits based on √ Significant benefits across city √
learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning  estate, hinders delivery of vision focused development of RLE need, planned delivery of rich rich learning environments
environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes no ability to develop RLE lack of strategic focus / benefit learning environments for great number of stakeholders

2 To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC Inefficient estate, inability to × Limited efficiency measures, × Strategic targeted investment √ Significant strategic investment √
estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location support co-location, integration not cost effective for all learners, introduces efficiencies into provides effective and efficient
and integration of public services public services limited public service provision system, reshaped sites allow NCC estate on community foc.

incorporation of public services school sites and regional educ'n

3 To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2 Maintenance backlog of £39m × Limited refurbed sites do not × Strategic targeted investment will √ Significant strategic investment √
reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards, prohibits improvements in the introduce 21st C standards develop sustainable schools provides wide sustainable system
reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints standard of estate. or reduce recurrent costs capable of 21st C standards underpinning 21st C standards

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
4 To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis Inability to deliver required × Inability to deliver required × Ability to deliver required √ Ability to deliver required √

ASD / WMP provision ASD / WMP provision ASD / WMP ASD / WMP

5 To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration Exemplar status of secondary √ Exemplar status of secondary √ Exemplar sec. schools & ability √ Exemplar sec. schools & ability √
status schools development prog schools development prog to deliver reg ASD/WMP to deliver reg ASD/WMP/WMS

6 To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system Inability to resolve inefficiencies × Inequality of access for all, × Right school in the right place √ Right school in right place √
with the right school in the right place for all learners right school not in right place right school not in right place for all learners, improved access for all learners, improved access

minimal efficiencies delivered strategic efficiencies delivered city/region efficiencies delivered

7 To have projects developed with high levels of user / Pupils / users influenced design √ Pupils / users influenced design √ Reshaping of sites & new builds √ Reshaping of sites & new builds √
community satisfaction, by the influencing of design of 2 new secondaries / 1 primary of 2 new secondaries / 1 primary to be influenced by pupils/users to be influenced by pupils/users

limited opportunity to influence building on previous secondaries building on previous secondaries
design / limited change of use and primary new builds and primary new builds

of refurbed schools

8 To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing / Affordable - as funded by NCC √ Refurb programme / responsive × Affordable - viable match funding √ Not affordable - match funding of ×
funding constraints for the authority on match funding resources / prudential borrowing maint & high out of county ASD reduced revenue costs, cost £45m not available to support bid

high out of county ASD costs discounted on Value for Money benefits for the region and NCC

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS DISCOUNTED 3 DISCOUNTED 2 PREFERRED 8 POSSIBLE 7

Existing Development Programme Wider Refurbishment Programme Major Development Programme Full Development Programme

APPENDIX TWO A - SOP

Do Nothing Do Minimum Do Major Do Maximum
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 



Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010

SERVICE SOLUTIONS Option Appraisal 
"The How"

Assessment Measure Assessment Measure Assessment Measure Assessment Measure
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

1 To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching & Current programme can deliver × Inequity in development of RLE × Delivery of RLE on large number √ Dramatic impact on current √
learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning  RLE to a few, limited on the rest across schools as environment of sites with spread of benefits estate creates large number
environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes of the city, inequitable impact limits aspiration & outcomes across all sectors and comms rich learning environments

2 To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC Limited efficiencies emerging × Refurb programme unable to × Strategic targeted investment √ Significant investment should √
estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location as a result of focused introduce sufficient efficiency tailored to deliver efficiencies improve efficiencies across city
and integration of public services investment on a few sites or public service provision & cost effective measures supporting CF agenda

3 To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2 Focused investment will achieve √ Focused investment will achieve √ Strategic targeted investment √ Significant investment will √
reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards, limited sustainability, reduced limited sustainability, reduced develops a sustainable system provide sustainable system
reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints energy & carbon FP on few sites energy & carbon FP on few sites reducing recurrent costs etc reducing recurrent costs etc

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
4 To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis Inability to meet statutory needs × Inability to meet statutory needs × Ability to deliver statutory needs √ Ability to deliver statutory needs √

for ASD / WMP within the city for ASD / WMP within the city in ASD and WMP within city in ASD and WMP within city

5 To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration Exemplar status & BREEAM √ Exemplar status & BREEAM √ Exemplar status & BREEAM √ Exemplar status & BREEAM √
status / Constructing Excellence etc / Constructing Excellence etc / Constructing Excellence etc / Constructing Excellence etc

6 To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system Focused investment does not × Refurbed sites on same location × Targeted investment on specific √ Significant investment will √
with the right school in the right place for all learners generate city wide efficiencies fail to deliver the right school sites can deliver strategic savings deliver huge savings, supporting

in the right place for right school in the right place right school in the right place

7 To have projects developed with high levels of user / Secondary school programme √ Secondary school programme √ Secondary school programme √ Secondary school programme √
community satisfaction, by the influencing of design delivered high levels of user satn delivered high levels of user satn delivered high levels of user satn delivered high levels of user satn

on focused sites on focused sites, however no on focused sites ; ability to on focused sites ; ability to
capacity to influence design ensure users / communities ensure users / communities

when refurbishing sites influences design etc influences design etc

8 To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing / NCC resourcing by prudential √ A refurbishment programme × Match funding by the asset √ Inability to provide match ×
funding constraints for the authority on match funding borrowing to deliver would not provide the land disposal programme funding to a level of £45m

current programme or other assets for disposal deemed affordable for NCC not affordable for NCC
to provide match funding

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS DISCOUNTED 4 DISCOUNTED 3 PREFERRED 8 POSSIBLE 7

Existing Development Programme Wider Refurbishment Programme Major Development Programme Full Development Programme

APPENDIX TWO B - SOP

Do MinimumDo Nothing Do Major Do Maximum
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 



Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010

SERVICE DELIVERY Option Appraisal 
"The Who"

Assessment Measure Assessment Measure Assessment Measure Assessment Measure
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

1 To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching & Current programme delivered by × Not all sites would be refurbed × Strategic large scale prog. √ Strategic large scale prog. √
learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning  NCC and external contractors inability to provide economies of enabling bench marking & enabling bench marking &
environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes limited financing, inequitable scale with a limited programme speed of delivery to wider pop'n speed of delivery to wider pop'n

2 To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC Limited efficiency / effectiveness × Refurb programme could not × Targeted investment will √ Significant investment will √
estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location delivered to estate; inflexible introduce sufficient efficiency to improve E and CE in estate improve E and CE in estate
and integration of public services hinders wider CF integration support co-location /  integration strategic aim of CF enabled & increase potential for CF etc

3 To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2 Maintenance backlog of £39m × Limited investment on some × Targeted investment will √ Significant investment will √
reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards, hinders improvements to sust. refurbed sites, however, provide sustainable system provide sustainable systems
reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints inability to input 21st C stand. will not deliver 21st C standards reducing recurrent costs etc reducing recurrent costs but

& introducing 21st C standards
CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

4 To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis Unable to meet statutory need × Unable to meet statutory need × Significant investment delivers √ Significant investment delivers √
for WMP or ASD for WMP or ASD school improvement strategy school improvement strategy

5 To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration Exemplar status & BREEAM √ Exemplar status & BREEAM √ Exemplar status & BREEAM √ Exemplar status & BREEAM √
status / Constructing Excellence etc / Constructing Excellence etc / Constructing Excellence etc / Constructing Excellence etc

6 To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system Unable to deliver right school × Unable to deliver right school × Strategic investment to put √ Significant investment will put √
with the right school in the right place for all learners in the right place for all learners in the right place for all learners right school in the right place right school in the right place

7 To have projects developed with high levels of user / High level of user influence √ High level of user influence √ Strategic investment with high √ Significant investment with high √
community satisfaction, by the influencing of design on design of 2 x sec. schools on design of 2 x sec. schools stakeholder engagement to stakeholder engagement to

ensure users / comm influence ensure users / comm influence
both design and services both design and services

8 To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing / Existing programme based √ A refurbishment programme × Deemed affordable, however, √ Not deemed affordable, by the ×
funding constraints for the authority on match funding on NCC resourcing & prud borr. would not provide the land match funding constraints level of match funding which

deemed affordable or other assets for disposal to level set for Band A would be required for Band A
to provide match funding achieved through asset disposal

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS DISCOUNTED 3 DISCOUNTED 2 PREFERRED 8 POSSIBLE 7

Existing Development Programme Wider Refurbishment Programme Major Development Programme Full Development Programme

APPENDIX TWO C - SOP

Do Nothing Do Minimum Do Major Do Maximum
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 



Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010 APPENDIX TWO D - SOP

VALUE FOR MONEY Option Appraisal 

Weighting Scoring Total Scoring Total Scoring Total Scoring Total
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES

1 To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching & 5 3 10 4 20 5 25 5 25
learning of 3 - 19, through creation of rich learning  
environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes

2 To improve efficiency and cost effectiveness into NCC 4 2 8 2 8 3 12 4 16
estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location
and integration of public services

3 To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2 3 1 3 2 6 3 9 3 9
reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards,
reducing recurrent costs & carbon footprints

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
4 To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis 3 1 3 1 3 3 9 3 9

5 To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration 3 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9
status

6 To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system 4 2 8 2 8 4 16 4 16
with the right school in the right place for all learners

7 To have projects developed with high levels of user / 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4
community satisfaction, by the influencing of design

8 To be potentially affordable - meeting the resourcing / 5 5 25 5 25 5 25 1 5
funding constraints for the authority on match funding

TOTALS (A) 19 70 21 83 28 109 25 93

Initial Costs NCC resources £27M £35M £40M £150M

Life-cycle costs (B) £48M £56M £64M £250M

Vfm result (A/B) 1.45 1.48 1.7 0.37

SUMMARY OF HIGHEST VALUE FOR MONEY PREFERRED 

Existing Dev Prog Wider Ref Prog Major Dev Prog

DISCOUNTED DISCOUNTED DISCOUNTED

Option 1
Do Nothing Do Minimum Do Major

Full Dev Prog

Option 4 Option 3 Option 2 
Do Maximum



Newport City Council - 21st Century Strategic Outline Programme - December 2010

Cost and Funding Matrix BAND A BAND B BAND C BAND D PROGRAMME
TOTALS 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/18 2018/2021 2021/2024 TOTALS

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Cost:

Final Design & Feasibility Studies 500,000 500,000

Project A City wide Demountable Replacement 15,000,000

Project B Special School for ASD 10,000,000

Project C Welsh-medium Primary School 12,500,000

Project D Nursery Education 2,000,000

TOTAL 21ST CENTURY BID - December 2010 40,000,000 100,000,000 100,000,000 100,000,000 340,000,000

Match Funding by NCC for Band A 12,000,000

Funding:

NCC Capital Receipts from Asset Disposal List 9,200,000

NCC Invest to Save (rounded down) 2,800,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 400,000

TOTAL 21ST CENTURY MATCH FUNDING 12,000,000

APPENDIX THREE - SOP

9,200,000

12,000,000

12,500,000

2,000,000

40,000,000

12,000,000

BAND A

15,000,000

10,000,000


	Estimated Value C: £100m
	3: 
	1 Organisation overview: Newport City Council is the sixth largest authority in Wales with a population of approximately 140,700 (2008 mid-year pop estimate) and an area of approximately 73.5 square miles.  Newport is a burgeoning city, with a population increase of some 1000 between 2005 and 2008, and set to rise to an estimated 153,000 by 2031.   The pupil population aged 3 – 19, attending nurseries and schools across the city, already totals around 24,000.  Primary schools are clustered around each of the eight secondary schools across the city, not all enjoy the benefit of nursery wings, with six of those primary schools of a red brick inner city style with limited access to green spaces for outdoor play.  Conversely, whilst having city status Newport is reported to have a 70% rural demographic with rurality in the west, east and south.  There are many school sites enjoying considerable land, in excess of education requirements, and potentially prime for development.   Despite the economic downturn in the housing market since 2007, it is expected that the city will recover and the population will increase as developers reinstate building teams, purchase land for development and market the housing.  Major expansion is planned for the St Modwen site in the south east of the city with the development of a new residential and business community including over 4,000 new homes and two new primary schools over a 15 year period.   The Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation identified that of Newport’s 94 low-scale (lower) output areas, 49 are in the 50% most deprived in Wales, 38 are in the top 40% and 14 in the top 10%.  To calculate the measurements for deprivation, the indicators for education, health and housing etc have beenamalgamated.  By averaging these scores the top five most deprived wards in Newport are:1. Pillgwenlly (55.3)                 2.  Tredegar Park (45.2)                             3.  Bettws (38.5)4. Ringland (37.4)                   5.  Victoria (34.4)The socio-economic reports for the Ringland and Tredegar Park areas have identified that the crime rates overall have increases in ‘specific crimes’ in the last year in anti-social behaviour, burglary and violent crime.  Both areas score highly on the index for Child Deprivation as a focus against overall deprivation measurements.  Over the last twenty years, the traditional industrial heart of the city has reduced significantly, and without the replacement of the lost industry / manufacturing companies there are perceivably less employment opportunities within the city.  Economic inactivity rates have increased from 21.8% in 2006 to 23.6% in 2009, and unemployment rates have also increased in this time from 6.5% to 10.4%.  The proportion of school leavers not in education, training or employment was 9.1% in 2009, the highest in Wales.  The eight secondary schools (one RC) in Newport all retain 6th forms and are continuing to collaborate with Coleg Gwent and other members of the Learning Partnership to address the 'Not in Employment, Education  or Training' (NEET) strategy and to develop a broader curriculum for all students, Post 16, on sites across the city through the Transformation Plan - "The Future Delivery of Education & Training for Post 16 in Newport", approved by DCELLS in Dec, 2010. 
	4 Business needs and proposed solutions Cont: NCC vision for teaching and learning for those aged 3 - 19 demonstrates the approach to transformation is an all age plan.  The strategy is to develop learners’ emotional intelligence and self esteem and to raise attainment through proximal learning. NCC is already in implementation phase of the school improvement strategy.  All schools have undertaken SEAL training with ongoing evaluation and UWN is a key partner in this project.  NCC has stated in the last section how the joint working on the Digital Learning Platform with Torfaen and Monmouthshire will support the creation and development of rich learning environments and experiences at all ages improving outcomes for 14 - 16.   The shared ICT platforms will provide for administrative economies of scale and efficiencies within the preparation and delivery of the curriculum, within and across sites.  NCC will collaborate with other authorities at a regional and national level to maximise the opportunities to establish pan regional-national ICT systems,infrastructure and learning platforms.  “The Future Delivery of Post 16 Education & Training in Newport” is the Transformation Plan for Newport. Implementation is underway to commence in September 2011 through a programme of curriculum planning across the eight secondary schools and Coleg Gwent with other partners.  This work will increase the choice, improve access and raise standards at the same time making maximum efficiencies in curriculum delivery, through the binding commitment by all partners to transformation.In Newport pupils have always been involved in the design and planning of new schools.  The current secondary schools redevelopment programme initiated the 'New Schools for New Buildings' approach. A consultation group actively engaged previously with pupils at Glan Usk Primary School and Newport High School, Bettws Lane and now Hartridge High School in the plans for new buildings to meet needs and aspirations of 3 - 19, delivering better outcomes through new environments.  There will continue to be opportunities to study an enhanced curriculum, in up to date facilities, with access to sites for the wider Community, out of hours.  NCC schools are at the heart of Newport communities.  Implementation of CPD for Teachers with links to personal learning and Digital Learning Platforms will in turn enhance and influence recruitment and retention of staff in our schools.  The professional learning communities in KS 1, 2 and 3 will be working alongside those teaching KS 4 to identify and model learning and teaching strategies in order to influence a change in the standard of education attained at KS 4 level.  NCC has a Community Focused Schools strategy, thereby providing a focus for school teams to work cohesively with communities, breaking down barriers to education and training, developing generational change of seamless school improvement for 3 to 19.  The multi-agency teams will focus on Community First areas and will support regeneration at a local level.  The multi-agency working extends to liaison with the Refugee Council.  The families of Asylum Seekers are engaged through the education setting by Officers from the Gwent Ethnic Minority Service (GEMS) - hosted by NCC for the region.  Similarly, Roma Travellers and other transient populations are counselled by teams across education, providing a robust engagement process with a wide range of the population in Newport, improving outcomes.  
	1 Organisation overview Cont: The 21 C SOP is aligned to this NCC Post 16 Transformation Plan, as both a springboard and a strategy of ambition and aspiration for young people, with which to deliver transformation for 3 - 19.  It is equally supported by and supportive of the NCC four plans / strategies - Community; CYPP; Health, Social Care & Wellbeing (HSCW) and the Local Development Plan.  NCC has demonstrated that it is at the heart of the collaborative agenda as a member of the South East Wales Consortium in delivering the shared vision "Maximising the potential of all our learners through efficient and effective collaboration".  By the re-shaping of public services, by regional planning and delivery of: Student Finance Services; Welsh-medium Secondary education; Digital Learning Platforms; Additional Learning Needs; as active participants in all-Wales ADEW groups; and by hosting both Gwent Music and Gwent Ethnic Minority Services (GEMS).  Whilst NCC is keen to extend this role across the region, there remain four immediate constraints within the city.1.  NCC is supporting delivery of education through schools for 3 - 19. The school estate contains many ageing 'Demountables' in poor condition across the city, which are not fit for 21st C.  The delivery of the curriculum is restricted, hindering the development of rich learning environments, limiting aspiration.  Five of the eight secondary school sites will need reshaping in future years, all eight are planning the delivery of Post 16 with Coleg Gwent and partners, retaining 6th forms, operating as 11 - 19 schools.  2.  For many years families have relied on the private sector to supplement nursery provision, numbers of children have increased and access to the right nursery in the right place has been constrained.3.  NCC is under pressure to review the needs of all those pupils with special education needs, where specialist provision is not available.  Many pupils with ASD are currently conveyed to out of county placements at great cost.  Maes Ebbw Special School is over subscribed and pupil numbers are predicted to rise proportionally, with further housing developments coming on stream across the city.  4.  The number of Welsh speakers residing in Newport has increased in recent years from 2.4% in the 1991 census to 9.6% in the 2001 census.  Increasing parental demand is evidenced by independent surveys conducted in 2006 and 2010 and increasing numbers on roll at existing provisions.  In 2009, 5.3% of all four year olds were attending a Welsh-medium primary school, an increase when compared with 2.5% of current secondary school pupils. It is difficult to predict the exact growth over the next five years, however, the most recent survey in 2010 has identified demand at a higher level than the current two schools (where there are 77 places available each year), to a position requiring approximately 150 places in the next five years.  At the time of the publication of this SOP, NCC has commenced Formal Consultation on the proposal to establish a third Welsh-medium seedling primary school, to complement the current two primaries and which, if successful, will jointly deliver the required five form entry places across the city, in order to meet our statutory duties from September 2011.To complete the organisation overview, it is important to note that Newport is a culturally diverse city, hosting GEMS.  The main ethnic minority communities are Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Somali and Yemeni and the main languages spoken in addition to English and Welsh are Urdu, Punjabi, Bengali, Arabic and Somali.  The majority of ethic minorities reside in the Pillgwenlly area of Newport, with Asylum Seekers being housed by the Home Office, largely in the Lliswerry district. NCC is one of four Welsh authorities hosting the support service for Asylum Seekers on behalf of the Home Office, which contributes to the already wide ranging linguistic, cultural and social traditions.  The cities of Cardiff and Bristol also support Asylum Seekers, and when the Asylum Seeker client group attain refugee status there is often a shift in the population before settlement, moving to Newport, possibly as a result of the housing being cheaper here than their host cities.  This same resettlement pattern is followed by other socially deprived client groups as they leave neighbouring authority areas to find cheaper places to live, often migrating to Newport.  Capital investment in any city can support regeneration, stimulating the local economy and provide local jobs, this bid is not therefore purely for education outcomes, it has a NCC focus on all that the authority is striving to deliver for the city population and regional economic growth. 
	4 Business needs and proposed solutions Cont 4: Preventative Services is one of the three priorities of the Local Service Board, enabling and ensuring a robust reporting and accountability framework to support this initiative by Newport, which is funded from the Community Focused Schools grant.  To develop this work further, the Newport Education Service with its partners is publishing a new strategy in Winter 2010.  The Community Focused Schools Strategy will promote work in a multi-agency context to improve educational outcomes thereby impacting on reducing overall poverty, and:• support individual or clusters of schools in delivering their core mission – to   improve pupils’ ability to learn and to support families; improving educational outcomes• provide a range of activities and learning opportunities outside the school day   for children, young people, families and adults; • provide a range of additional services, opportunities and information for   children, young people, families and the wider community; raising awareness and extending resilience• target the engagement of disaffected and vulnerable young people and their    families in particular maximising opportunities in education, employment and training• ensure that schools consult with their communities, engage in community life,   and work in partnership with others contributing to community regeneration; • ensure equality of opportunity by improving access to learning and other   services in local areas based on the Integrated Learning Community model reducing pockets of    povertyThe ethos of this strategy is a demonstration of how Newport is working over and above the current collaboration agenda across the 10 authorities.  Teams have been recruited over the last three years to act as Link teams based in school settings they work directly with families and multi-agency partners to support families and to address issues within the heart of the community, in turn improving outcomes.The strategy is being developed with professional groups already engaged with Preventative Services - one of the three priorities of the Local Service Board, including elected members, department officers, Head Teachers, education officers,  representatives from all agencies and organisations . NCC is an active participant in the collaborative work on Digital Learning Platforms with neighbouring authorities, this 21st C project will underpin the development of ICT in education establishments which can only improve the availability of community services.  The ICT agenda for education is to be provided by full wireless access to every school and potentially the whole city, where learners and the wider community could use school equipment or their own to access the internet and quality teaching and learning resources, contributing to the development of key skills.  Parents will also be able to access various learning resources on an IT platform, this concept has massive implications for Adult Learning, as well as all information relating to supporting their child.  This would include progress, attendance, reporting, behaviour and other elements.
	2 Existing situation Cont 2: provide a flexible rich learning environment for this vulnerable group of young people.  There has been considerable growth in the Welsh-medium sector in Newport in recent years with Ysgol Gymraeg Ifor Hael (new 2008), which exceeded its published admission number in both 2009 and 2010.  Planning is currently underway for a third Welsh-medium primary school to open at a temporary location in 2011, in 2 / 3 years a permanent location will be required.  Newport pupils account for nearly 30% of the current population at Ysgol Gyfun Gwynllyw and NCC is collaborating to fund the expansion of the school to 1,100 pupils.  However, this school will reach its expanded capacity by 2014, and additional secondary provision will be required in the region.  NCC school estate has buildings & 'demountables' (temporary teaching & learning accommodation) of limiting education environment, NCC strategy is to support delivery through schools for 3-19, with adequate nursery provision & with 8 secondaries covering 11-19.RIGHT SCHOOL IN THE RIGHT PLACE:  Schools in Newport are grouped in clusters with each cluster of primary schools associated with a secondary school.  English-medium community maintained schools have a designated catchment area, and the authority’s admissions policy sets out a guaranteed place at the catchment secondary school, with preference over non-catchment residents for primary school places. The catchment area for our Welsh-medium primary schools is city wide.  Newport has a secondary school redevelopment programme and as part of this programme, Newport High School, Bettws Lane has already been rebuilt on the existing site.  Pupil numbers had been falling at the school, but following the opening of the new building and the school’s improved examination results, an increasing number of pupils have elected to attend.  This demonstrates the quality of a school’s building and achievements can be a more important factor than the location of a school in influencing school choice.  This approach to regeneration is replicated by rebuilding Hartridge High School on its existing site.  NCC does not carry a high surplus of places in the primary sector, there are potentially 4000 homes to be built in the south east of the city and on several other development sites over the next 5 to 15 years.  All schools in the primary sector are within the heart of the community, (many lacking nurseries), and as such demand minimal home to school transport.  A review of the population in each cluster and an extrapolation of nursery, primary, secondary and post 16 places in the future, identifies a forecast trend for 2015, where – almost 1000 less places are deemed required for primary; the two Caerleon & Lliswerry clusters will reduce in number - until St Modwen; Bassaleg, Duffryn, Newport High, Hartridge, St Julian’s, St Joseph’s and Welsh-medium clusters will all increase in number.  This requires a school reorganisation strategy to meet demands for parental preference, to deliver basic statutory requirements & deliver 21st C economies of scale.  The strategy for Post 16 is to retain 6th Forms and work in partnership with Coleg Gwent and others on a common timetable for access by all learners.CONDITION AND SUITABILITY: Newport schools account for around 48% of the CO2 emissions from NCC buildings and have a large influence with potential reduction of our overall emissions, saving costs.  The WAG target for Wales is a 3% reduction of CO2 emissions per year. All schools will be encouraged to be Green working directly with NCC on carbon reducing strategies irrespective of availability of capital investment.  A review of school comparative energy readings provides the holistic picture for strategic planning to achieve economies of scale, carbon reduction, sustainability and influences suitability.   NCC condition surveys were carried out in 2002, updated by a desktop assessment in 2008/09.  Appendix One (attached) is the list of the School Estate Survey results, as at June 2010; Condition – all sites scored A to C; Suitability – all sites scored A to C; Sustainability – all sites scored A to C; Landscaping – 50% scored D.  Highlights of the results – Rogerstone Primary School (new 2006) scored condition B; Newport High School (new 2008) scored landscape D. WAG continued this exercise with a Sufficiency survey, which altered positions on the list.  Maintenance backlogs were reduced from £59m to £39m as a result of capital investment over the last 5 years.  This bid makes reference to the need for critical and immediate resolution of school estate issues which currently prohibit and limit aspiration for learners and teachers.  There is also a requirement to assess the level of internet access to schools, focus & improve teaching & learning resources & provide sound Management Information Systems, with which to deliver key skills in any enhanced curriculum setting, supporting reshaping of sites and also education systems.
	2 Existing situation Cont: Newport High School, Bettws Lane and Glan Usk Primary School in new  buildings; and establishing the new Ysgol Gymraeg Ifor Hael.  An analysis of the net and gross expenditure per pupil demonstrates that on a ‘net spending position’ NCC is ranked 18th in Wales at £3,737, £127 below the Wales average.  On a ‘gross spending position’ this authority is ranked 19th out of 22 authorities, with £5,182, some £236 below the Wales average figure.  Current research demonstrates increased funding per pupil does not automatically generate higher educational achievement.  NCC is clearly not supporting a high number of surplus places and yet has continued evidencing high educational outcomes on less than average spend per pupil, a sound basis for delivering 'the right school in the right place'.EDUCATION PROVISION:  There are 3 stand alone nursery schools, 7 infant and junior, 34 primaries - many without nurseries, 8 secondaries, 1 special school and 2 pupil referral units within Newport.  Of these, the majority are English-medium community maintained schools, with two Welsh-medium primary schools.  There are also 1 infant & 1 junior Church in Wales voluntary controlled schools, 6 primary and 1 secondary Roman Catholic voluntary aided schools.  Pupils in Welsh-medium secondary education attend Ysgol Gyfun Gwynllyw in Torfaen.  The special school Maes Ebbw, is oversubscribed, and caters for pupils with profound, multiple and complex learning difficulties.  In addition, 24 pupils with ASD are currently transported to out of county placements as specialist education provision does not exist within the city.  Resource bases for pupils with moderate and severe learning difficulties are located within 10 primary schools and 2 secondary schools.  One secondary school has a unit for pupils with emotional, social and behavioural difficulties.  Current and planned post 16 provision consists of  8 secondary school 6th forms; Maes Ebbw Special School Tertiary Unit; City of Newport Campus and Cross Keys Campus, Coleg Gwent; University of Wales, Newport; Work based learning providers; Newport Youth Service; Adult and Community learning provision; Careers Wales Gwent and the Voluntary Sector - all partner organisations are represented on the Newport Learning Partnership board.PLANNING OF SCHOOL PLACES: NCC utilises a pupil forecasting model which incorporates birth data and historic pupil numbers to predict pupil numbers for the primary and secondary sectors.  Following the economic downturn in 2007 the model did not incorporate potential housing developments - at the time there was insufficient robust information available on timings and sizes of housing developments, on which to base sound forecasts.  Since September 2010 the model has been reformatted to include the regeneration of housing developments.  The 2010 pupil census data indicated that there were 2,234 (16%) surplus places in the primary sector; whilst the secondary sector was 37 places over subscribed.  Analysis of the data shows that only 11 of Newport’s primary schools have more than 25% surplus capacity, of which only 1 has fewer than 100 pupils on roll.  Analysis of birth data and WAG population estimates indicates that the number of children in Newport will increase over coming years, with more than 2,000 four-year olds predicted by 2020 compared with the current reception class cohort of around 1,700.  Furthermore, these figures do not take housing developments into account, which may result in a significant rise in pupil numbers in rural parts of the city, e.g. the former steelworks area in the south east.  Therefore, whilst there is a current downward trend nationally in the number of primary pupils, it is crucial to plan for this figure increasing in Newport .  The general forecasts for the number of learners in sixth forms predicts a general decrease of about 6% of the (post 16 provision) sixth form population between 2009/10 and 2014/15.  However, this forecast is based on historic numbers, and does not yet take into account the increased number of post 16 learners as a wider range of learning pathways emerge.  The SEN position records 4.6% compared to the Wales average of around 3% and reports as at June 2010 validates that Newport’s pupils with SEN all have statements.  Maes Ebbw Special School is over subscribed and NCC is in the difficult position of commissioning out of county provision for some 24 pupils with ASD at a revenue cost of an est. £1.1 million per annum.  NCC has consulted South East Wales colleagues in a long list of options for appraisal before determining the preferred option for these learners. Similarly, a review of the current Pupil Referral Unit provision in the city, concluded the current facilities are not suitable, sustainable or efficient, and that reorganisation and investment is required to
	4 Business needs and proposed solutions Cont 2: The current location of all schools in Newport has been reviewed, alongside the assessment of surveys and the planning and forecasting of school places.  This allows organisational change to be planned addressing inefficiencies exposed across the estate.  Unlike much of Wales, NCC does not have a large general surplus position to address, although there are some to note this year in the primary sector. This position is to be short lived, with the potential for housing developments coming on stream at the same time as a change in the birth rate, thereby increasing the need for primary sector places post 2015.  NCC secondary schools report a small (0.35%) over subscribed position, which is likely to continue for some years.  6th form numbers in all eight secondaries are predicted to increase, influenced by the Post 16 SOC, which has been developed to meet the changing demands of education and training provision for this client group.  Overall Post 16 figures will be a focus of our planning and joint working with Coleg Gwent and other partners in future years, with the implementation of a new timetable for Sept 2011.As a result of considerable capital investment on the school estate over the last five years the latest maintenance backlog for this authority has reduced from £59m to £39m.  None of the schools in Newport received a Condition Survey score of D, however, 5 out of 8 secondary schools would benefit from reshaping to support flexible rich learning environments. The school estate includes a number of demountables - temporary accommodation on both primary and secondary school sites - which are a considerable cost burden, with high energy costs representing the major maintenance backlog.  In some instances they prohibit the delivery of basic curriculum to primary settings, without running water those schools cannot deliver art or science or provide toilet facilities.  Strategically, the right school is generally in the right place, there are however, some exceptions.  It is on this basis that a review of nursery education has also been carried out with consideration given to utilising surplus places emerging on some school sites. Planning the education provision for pupils with ASD within the city is a critical issue, many currently travel great distances to out of county placements which cost the authority an est. £1.1m per annum.  The demand for Welsh-medium primary education continues to increase and it is critical that NCC is capable of meeting the statutory requirement for primary education.  We are also one of three authorities across the region collaborating on the future planning of secondary education through the medium of Welsh.  There remains no specialist AEN provision, through the medium of Welsh across the region.  Formal Consultation has commenced to propose a third Welsh-medium seedling primary school, at a site on a temporary location, to address this unmet need.  The collaboration of some primary and secondary sector settings with wider communities will allow for organisational change in the form of the federation of governing bodies as and when appropriate.  This access by and to professional learning communities within and between schools will support improved educational outcomes for learners 3-19. NCC has consulted with schools and the wider community for plans on schools, particularly in the four immediate and critical issues, which have emerged as projects in Band A of this bid.  
	3 Strategy and programme investment aims: Central to developing "Green and Gold Education" provision in all schools is strategic alignment with NCC's strategies / plans: Community; CYPP; LDP; HSCW.  The vision for 3 – 19  in Newport is “to ensure success for all learners through the provision of rich learning experiences in sustainable learning environments which are fit for purpose”.  Proximal learning encourages all learners to work at the very edge of their current skills and knowledge, seeking to remove barriers to learning, delivered through vital, stimulating and flexible provision in a sustainable environment which is both environmentally and financially efficient.   Sourcing best quality teaching & learning resources; supported by virtual learning platforms;  adjusted to meet learners’ needs; learning situated within a pupil / student’s culture and community with more relevance to life experiences - ultimately achieving better educational outcomes.NCC SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY –  the vision has been translated into education strategy has three key priority themes, corresponding to both the 21st CS aims and the NCC corporate agenda:1: Basic needs and access – on two perspectives; (i) of condition and suitability of building, location and sustainability with co-location / integration of services delivering the right school in the right place and (ii) planning of school places delivering the most appropriate flexible rich learning environment for 3-19 as a platform delivering quality school improvement strategies in particular learning & teaching of key skills.2: Collaboration – this is predicated on the School Effectiveness Framework with the development and implementation of a regional plan – collaboration within schools, between schools and systems and our key partners, supported and influenced by collaboration across 10 LAs.  City wide staff development to ensure Teachers are up to date with new systems, focusing on the key skills. NCC is in a joint Feasibility Study to provide further Welsh-medium Secondary education to meet forecast numbers across three authorities. ICT to be underpinned by quality internet access to all schools. Access to quality teaching & learning resources & sound Management Information Systems will support teaching of key skills by teams; on sites which are flexible to the curriculum alongside co-located & integrated public services. In the wake of PISA, Dec, 2010 NCC is confident this strategy will deliver a focus on teaching of key skills.
	4 Business needs and proposed solutions Cont 3: A key business solution for NCC is to open a new special school for pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorder.  This would address unmet need not only in Newport, but also across South East Wales, as the pupils currently attend placements out of county.  However, it is the current carbon footprint and the time taken to transport these youngsters (with the associated cost) that is the prime driver. Other carbon reducing strategies have been identified, taking on board the concept that schools are responsible for 48% of the emissions by this authority.  Noting the WAG target to reduce our total emissions by a minimum of 3%, each year, has led the Energy team to develop a list of the top 15 schools, which have high energy ratings and to aim to reduce ratings those in the short term, without waiting for capital investment to change the fabric or the structure of the site.   The project proposal to replace demountables on sites across the city will have an impact upon the emissions as there are considerable savings to be made to energy costs by replacing older temporary accommodation with more permanent structures meeting a 21st Century standard on sustainability.School Travel Plans have been produced for our two new secondary schools and for Glan Usk Primary School (PFI), it is intended to commence work in the Winter 2010/11 with SEWTA, to address the Travel Planning arrangements, car parking and congestion on and around all other school sites across the city over 2011.  Working with SEWTA will ensure bench marking & best practice are captured.To ensure appropriate planning of school places is accurate, a further review of all school capacities is being undertaken this Autumn, following an exercise which was undertaken in July 2009, where minimal changes occurred. This will ensure all sites are used efficiently, there are already some sites which are known to have specific issues and statutory proposals will be developed to address those inefficiencies.  The establishment of a third Welsh-medium primary school within the city would reduce the carbon footprint and the transport costs for the current pupils, as many would be able to choose a school within the heart of the community, catchment areas will be developed to support the three WMP's.Regional collaboration by authorities on admissions and school organisation generally will prompt the review of planning of school places and admission policies.  This will need to be factored into all 21st Century Schools programme bids, necessitating a review of Transport policies on a regional basis. A recent review of the education estate by marrying the survey results to energy ratings alongside the capacity information and forecast places has enabled planning capital investment to be aligned more efficiently.  The projects outlined within this bid have been formulated to remove any excess waste from the system and the continuing work will improve our records for future year’s bids.   Future plans for the rationalisation of some estate will undoubtedly contribute to reduction of energy costs and federation of governing bodies allows for budgetary control mechanisms to be introduced to relevant sites in time.The authority already has in place a green agenda, with messages and marketing on saving energy and waste regularly conveyed to all employees of the NCC.  This has extended to investing in up to date ICT equipment when replacement is required and to monitor and challenge all employees to note when energy waste is occurring.  NCC projects are Green and will deliver our Gold vision for all learners inthe city of Newport.
	4 Business needs and proposed solutions: NCC 21CS vision is underpinned by joint working on SEN, Welsh-medium provision and ICT.  By continuing to develop and revolutionise our virtual learning platforms with the use of ICT to engage all pupils within and across schools in making full use of 3D and interactive technology by taking forward the £14m Digital Learning Platform programme.  There are economies of scale and efficiencies to be gained in the cost of education provision by the utilisation of virtual learning platforms in future years.School reorganisation proposals are being taken forward with a statutory consultation programme to deliver component parts of the 21C programme and to implement the education vision.  Proposals in  future years will address rationalisation of estate, with amalgamation and federation of schools, to implement larger schools from which to launch a stronger more cohesive school improvement strategy.    Demountable replacement would actively support planning of school places and creation of rich learning environments.  The secondary school redevelopment programme will continue with Hartridge High, and the feasibility study for the plans to rebuild Duffryn High will be completed.For pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorder, the business solutions have been appraised as a long list of options including consideration given to collaboration on a regional basis with capital investment outside the city.  The preferred option is with the learner in mind, to open a new school within the city of Newport, offsetting high transportation costs to out of county placements, reducing the current high carbon footprint with more time in an education setting than travelling.  NCC will continue to support the regional provision for ASD and aim to provide a South East Wales consortium regional facility - mirroring the facility planned within the Central South consortium area. In order to address unmet need on a regional basis in the medium of Welsh there is a need to secure a permanent location for a 3rd primary school; providing WM AEN facilities; train Teaching Assistants; provide Outreach Link workers; a ‘late-comers’ unit; provision of not only consolidated Adult Learning in Welsh but also other Adult Learning through medium of Welsh: and a Canolfan Addysg to incorporate potential key community services e.g. Welsh library / education resource base for access by the city population & by the region.  By working across schools and within schools, Newport's three 21CS priority themes will deliver the following, not only for the city, but also to support and influence regional services for 3 - 19 learners:- Collaboration by school teams to provide a broader base for National Curriculum delivery- Larger year groups giving enhanced opportunities for educational, social and physical development - Increased interaction in larger peer groups resulting in higher motivation and achievement- Improved standards in cultural and sporting activities with access for all learners within the city- A larger number of teaching staff providing for a wider curricular expertise and CPD for teachers- Opportunities to develop a wide range of innovative teaching strategies- Expertise to plan subject areas identified by HMI as having weaknesses- Curriculum leaders available to co-ordinate and monitor subject areas underpinned by ICT- Rich learning environments within the community with co-located, integrated services on sites- A strategy to deliver the NCC education vision with improved educational outcomes for all learners.
	3 Strategy and programme investment aims Cont: 3: Community focused, service engagement - NCC has developed a Community Focused Strategy, building on the Preventative Services agenda promoting work in a multi-agency context to support the holistic approach, integration and co-location of key community services by / with schools; this active engagement with community services has been demonstrated in Newport High School and will continue to influence our strategic thinking.  But more than that, it provides this authority with the opportunity to address organisational change in the re-shaping of public services, having regard for location, mix, economies of scale, carbon reduction, and sustainable service efficiencies directly impacting on users.NCC has identified key projects to put this strategy into action which will develop a generational model of improvement across all services with all users; including a focus on staff development & training. “The Future Delivery of Post-16 Education & Training in Newport” submitted by the Newport Learning Partnership for 14 - 19 education, is available upon request.  There is a binding commitment by all stakeholders to the transformation of post 16 education & training with implementation underway for Sept 2011, without the need for capital investment.  The NCC 21CS team includes the Lead School Improvement Advisor who directly contributed to writing the “Transforming Schools with ICT” – a WAG paper.  BECTA is advocated, strengthening our ICT strategic planning, supported by work to integrate a comprehensive learning platform of both rich teaching and learning resources and sound management information systems (SIMS) for all schools, thereby reaching all 3 - 19.  The strategic investment objectives for post 16 provision are focused upon collaboration to deliver a shared commitment of provider, partners and stakeholders to raise standards of attainment for all 14-19, whilst delivering economies of scale, reduction of duplication and with access for all to a broader curriculum.NCC 21ST CENTURY SCHOOLS PROJECTS – to implement the learning & teaching vision for 3 to 19 year olds, NCC must maximise continuing development and take the opportunity to revolutionise our virtual learning platforms & the use of ICT by having exciting learning materials, quality internet access, engaging pupils using interactive technology supporting proximal learning. A step change is needed  in the teaching of key skills, within an environment adapted to the curriculum, together with leadership & management training which are key components of our vision. It is promoted by social inclusion in multi- agency working and services that meet the needs of all pupils, including those with AEN, or preference for education by faith or medium of Welsh.  This is further tested by our education strategic priority of community focused / service engagement working with and across schools and public services within communities.  All projects are Green to remedy the maintenance backlog and reduce recurrent costs of energy and uneconomic services where possible, introducing efficiencies into the system.  The following categories of projects are strategic, critical, deliverable, achievable, affordable and sustainable. IMPROVING EFFICIENCY AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS by:- Amalgamation of I & J schools to all-through 3-11, implementing cohesive rich learning environments, providing efficiencies of estate, achieving economies of scale, planning nursery & primary school places.- Special School for Autistic Spectrum Disorder; reducing carbon footprints reducing travel, realising cost efficiencies, addressing over subscription of Maes Ebbw and condition of local schools for integration.- Welsh-medium primary (permanent location for proposed seedling), with a Canolfan Addysg for  Teaching Asst Training, Adult Learning, a ‘Late-Comer Unit’ and AEN through the medium of Welsh.IMPROVING SUSTAINABILITY AND CO2 REDUCTIONS by:- Co-location of services, for and with wider federated community, reducing carbon footprints for whole communities; rationalisation – by closing / merging / federating schools with high surplus forecasts, reducing recurrent maintenance and energy costs, achieving economies of scale through better use of resources; engaging federated schools developing future provision by fuller consultation & engagement- Demountable replacement – enhancing delivery of the curriculum, where sites are inflexible for future needs supporting the development of rich learning environments, and planning of school places toaddress pressures where parental preference patterns have emerged following housing developments.This strategic planning of projects serves to meet the needs of both the city and the regional demands.
	5 Benefits, risks, dependencies and constraints: BENEFITS:  (QB - quantifiable; NQB - non quantifiable; CRB - cash releasing)- Higher standards of education & training (QB)- Stronger career paths for staff , recruitment of quality staff; greater employment benefits; more skilled workforce for the region (QB)- Equality of education provision; equality of access; reduced transport; improved setting; less disruption; rich learning environment; curriculum improvement & development (QB; CRB)- Increased social & educational engagement with all ages / within communities (QB)- General improvement on whole family self esteem (QB)- Potential favourable impact on crime and disorder (QB)- Potential increase in business locations as a result of above (QB, CRB)- Reduction in poverty (impact) and extended resilience against return to poverty and deprivation (QB)- Reduced resource pressures as a result of reduced poverty & deprivation (CRB)- Capital receipts re-invested into education provision (CRB)RISKS: Risk Register compiled and held by NCC for the life of the programme- Statutory consultation objections - Future years affordability risks are to be considered with the delay of the publication of the 21CS     standards until following the submission of the bidsThe risk of not achieving funding will result in generalised risk management for:- failure to meet statutory requirements for Welsh-medium primary education- failure to meet statutory requirements for increasing ASD provision- continued use of buildings for the delivery of education which are not fit for purpose- aged ICT systems and hardware- delayed educational achievement for some client groups- delayed access to an enhanced curriculum - failure to provide a legacy for generations- reputational riskDEPENDENCIES:- consultation programme - consensus approach to change- continued capital investment at both local and national level- Transformation Planning, now and in the future for Post 16CONSTRAINTS:- the level of NCC bid for Band A is constrained by the level of match funding available- the market for land & housing developments will constrain future asset disposal strategies- failure to secure the disposal of assets will lead to the curtailment / rescheduling of the programme across future Bands until such time as capital receipts are available to meet match funding requirements
	2 Existing situation:  EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES:  National and local performance indicators and Estyn inspection reports evidence the gold standards of education in Newport's schools.  Key Stage 1 and 2 national curriculum assessments have been consistently high for a number of years, with pupils consistently achieving some of the highest levels of attainment in Wales.  In 2009/10, 87.5% of pupils achieved the key stage 1 core subject indicator (CSI) (Wales average: 81.6%) and 83.2% of pupils achieved the key stage 2 CSI (Wales average: 78.2%).  Newport schools have made strong progress in key stage 3 in recent years, and performance is now above the Welsh average at 68.1% CSI in 2010 (Wales: 63.7%).  Newport schools have also made significant improvement in improving outcomes for pupils at key stage 4.  The level 2 threshold improved by 18 percentage points between 2007 and 2010 to 66.6%, whilst Wales improved by 8.7 points in the same period.  The Level 2 threshold inclusive of English / Welsh and Mathematics also improved by 6.3 points to 48.8% and the wider point score increased by some 49 points to 387.4 in that period.  The number of pupils leaving compulsory education without a recognised qualification has decreased significantly to 0.2%, well below the 2009 figure for Wales (0.9%), and represents just 5 pupils across the whole of the city (Newport currently ranks 4th in Wales for this indicator).    These achievements at all key stages are particularly significant when the levels of deprivation in the city are taken into account.  In 2009, 18.6% of pupils were entitled to free school meals, above the Wales average of 16.2% and 17th in Wales.  Estyn reports for Newport schools have consistently demonstrated outstanding achievements by schools, with the 2008 Estyn report of the local authority stating that 'Overall, inspection findings in Newport schools are the best in Wales'.  The 2008 Estyn inspection of the local authority also demonstrated outstanding features, with grade 1s awarded for strategic management and school improvement.  Additional learning needs and promoting social inclusion were awarded grade 3s for performance and grade 2s for prospects for improvement.  Access and school organisation were awarded grade 2 for performance and grade 3 for improvement, and support services were awarded grade 2s.  Recommendations included improving achievement at key stage 4, refining criteria for school support and intervention, improving further the provision for specific groups, producing up-to-date information and data that will inform a long strategy to plan school places effectively, make school buildings fit for purpose, and meet the demand for primary and secondary Welsh-medium education.  Since 2008, NCC has made significant progress in addressing each of the recommendations, with: improvements in KS 4 performance; a new framework for support, challenge                and intervention; a restructured inclusion service including a new AEN advisory team; up-to-date                  information on current and forecast pupil numbers and the condition of school buildings; the opening of  
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	7: 
	6 Programme assurance: It is intended to organise peer reviews of the programme management arrangements with the IS&C Consultancy - Principle Consultant, for the authority.  Engagement with this team commenced Spring 2010 and has continued through the process of deriving this bid.  Following submission of the bid in December, 2010 and at appropriate intervals during the life of the programme such engagement will be formalised.  The level of review is dependent upon the success of the initial bid and the commencement of individual projects.  In the event this authority is successful in the bid for Band A funding, the IS&C Consultancy Team will be invited to take up a active role on the Strategic Programme Board for quality assurance of project / programme management arrangements.At individual project level, programme management and project management reviews will be carried out by the Education Senior Management Team on behalf of the Senior Corporate User / Responsible Officer - the Chief Education Officer - to ensure that the needs of the service are being met and the projects are on the right track.  Stage Plans and Reports will note this review against each project, including highlight reports and a robust risk and issue management process.All projects will be subject to Internal Audit on the basis of process, procurement, information management and financial management arrangements.Finally, it is important to note that the NCC Project Management policy supports a system of project and programme assurance within its guidance.  This has been used as a robust system of assurance at every stage of the compilation of this bid.
	5 Risk analysis and management: The management of risk will be an intrinsic part of the programme.  Risks have been identified within the Project Start Up / Initiation Document by engaging with all key stakeholders.Standard project / programme management techniques (e.g. Prince 2 principles and NCC Project Management Policy principles) will be employed in order to actively manage those risks throughout the life of the programme and at an individual project level.At the start of the process a Risk Workshop was held by the teams involved to populate the Risk Register and also to identify all relevant mitigation strategies.Active management of risks will encompass both regular reports to Project Boards and where required an escalation of risks on an ad hoc basis to the Strategic Programme Board.  The Internal Audit process will support an audit of risk and a test of the reporting and accountability within the programme / project management structure for this authority. 
	4 Project engagement: Each of our Band A projects were initially the subject of Tranche 2 Feasibility Funding or bids for Tranche 3 (unsuccessful) and therefore previously consulted on in various ways over the last academic year.  From May, 2010, there followed a period of some three months of consultation with specific key stakeholders during the scoping stage for the development of the projects for inclusion in the bid for Band A funding.  With effect from 1st October, 2010 a month long engagement programme was held to capture thoughts and aspirations for capital investment in education in Newport, with Members, Heads & Chairs of Governing Bodies, aswell as vehicles of consultation accessed by members of the public - set out below. The engagement programme ran alongside statutory proposals, which have been passed by the Cabinet Member for Young People’s Services in respect of implementing the projects for this draft bid. The current proposal which is out to Formal Consultation on the establishment of a Welsh-medium seedling primary school is an example of the support by school governors to programme proposals.  In future years, for specific project proposals that require statutory consultation, the Head Teacher and the Chair of each governing body will be fully consulted, before setting dates in diaries for meetings with full governing bodies, staff meetings, parents, and the Unions.  Schools within 2 miles will also be consulted on any statutory proposal as and when appropriate.  The month long engagement programme allowed for contact with key stakeholders to draw out comments, suggestions and feedback on the authority’s proposals, this included the general public:• Article in Newport Matters – publication to every household in Newport • Online articles with news round ups on each project area • Online survey• Newsletters to be downloaded• Letters to all schools for sharing with parents as and when appropriate• Letters to all governing bodies • School Pupil web access with sign posted links to the online survey• Parenting Network  • Citizen’s Panel• Articles in the South Wales Argus as and when appropriateFollowing the end of the engagement programme, all comments, feedback and suggestions were assessed to make amendments before qualifying the authority’s bid for Band A project funding.A consultation meeting with all RC Heads and Chairs further informed this bid and the Archdiocese are in agreement with plans to review nursery education on RC sites in the Band B project for 3 - 11.A final additional consultation was held from 2nd December, 2010 to 9th December, 2010 on the Executive Summary, Options Appraisal and indicative Band A projects with funding aspirations.  The stakeholders invited to take part in the final consultation were Members, Heads & Chairs of GB, members of the Schools Forum, members of the Admissions Forum, the Archdiocese and the Dioceseof Monmouth, members of the Learning Partnership and a myriad of Newport City Council service area teams of relevance to this bid - e.g. Finance, IS&C, Engineering & Construction, Public Relations. 
	3 Roles and responsibilities: The Senior Responsible Owner / Senior Corporate User is the Chief Education Officer.  NCC has appointed joint Project Sponsors – the Head of Education (Resources & Planning) and the Head of Engineering & Construction.  The authority has formed an Operations Group and a Strategic Programme Board, Chaired by the Corporate Director for Young People’s Services.  A 21st Century Schools Programme Manager has been appointed who holds the role of Education Planning Manager, Education Service and a Technical Project Manager who holds the role of Building Services Manager, Engineering & Construction Service.  Financial advice is provided to the Strategic Programme Board by the Assistant Head of Finance (Accountancy) and to the Operations Group by the Senior Accountant, Lifelong Learning & Leisure.STRATEGIC PROGRAMME BOARD: Alasdair Bovaird, Corporate Director YPS - Chair; James Harris                Head of Education - Joint Sponsor; Brian Kemp, Head of Engineering & Construction - Joint Sponsor;Meirion Rushworth, Assistant Head of Finance - Strategic Financial Advisor; Amanda B Davies,      Education Planning Manager - 21st Century Schools Programme ManagerTERMS OF REFERENCE:• Report to Corporate Directors and Managing Director; • Update Cabinet Member for YPS and full Cabinet as appropriate; • Approve Programme Management arrangements; • Note and monitor the Milestones / Targets; • Approve the role and responsibilities of the Programme Manager; • Approve the role and responsibilities of the Technical Project Manager; • Monitor the Risk Register; • Note and accept the need for advisory input, making recommendations; • Receive reports from the Programme Manager; • Note actions and recommendations from the Operational Group; • Formally commission the production of a 21st Century Operating Plan to deliver the high level education strategy described in the Strategic Outline Programme; • Request task and finish work outside of that already achieved / requested by the Operational Group; • Sign Off resources to support the Programme Management • Sign Off the Strategic Outline Programme (SOP) for submission; • Monitor the development of the ongoing Operating Plan, noting corporate benefits, risks, constraints and dependencies; • Commission updates to the Strategic Case of the SOP as the 21st C Programme continuesTECHNICAL PROJECT TEAM:  Technical Project Manager; Corporate Property Officer; Principle Estates Officer; Mechanical & Electrical Manager; Design & Consultancy Team Manager; Strategic Procurement Manager.21ST C PROGRAMME OPERATIONAL TEAM:  21st Century Programme Manager; Lead School Improvement Advisor; Senior Accountant, Lifelong Learning & Leisure; Senior HR Officer; Governor Support Manager; School Organisation Manager; Two Senior School Organisation Officers, Education Policy & Research Officer and the Technical Project Team.ADVISORS: Head of Law & Standards; Head of Finance; Head of IS&C; Principal School ImprovementAdviser - Inclusion; Principal School Improvement Adviser - Improvement.
	2 Project management: The procurement plans for all Band A projects will be met through the collaborative SEWSCAP framework and also secured under the authority’s Contract Standing Orders.  The Technical Project Manager will head up a Technical Project Team and will work alongside the 21st C Programme Manager to design and fully cost all projects with which to deliver the vision for teaching and learning for 3 to 19 year olds over the next five to fifteen years.The teaching and learning vision for 3 to 19 year olds is described within the Strategic Case, the Economic Case sets out the preferred option and is supported by the Commercial Case describing the strategy for procurement.  Sitting below this Strategic Outline Programme is a 21st Century Schools Operating Plan, owned and controlled by the Operation Group, managed by the 21st C Programme Manager and the projects developed will directly implement the strategic intent for this authority.The Operating Plan will contain the detail of each and every project, with evaluation criteria, risk registers and financial controls in place to establish and monitor funding streams.  The 21st C Programme Manager will, through the Operation Group, report and seek direction from the Strategic Programme Board on all financial and non-financial matters and ensure the management of risks throughout the life of the programme.The projects will deliver the education strategy and all have been identified as deliverable, timely and affordable.  This is large scale investment and as such the Technical Project Manager will have a team to implement the projects, which will be overseen by the 21st C Programme Manager to ensure delivery of the strategy for a "Green and Gold" 21st Century education in Newport.The 21st C Programme Manager will also represent the authority in all reporting mechanisms of financial and non-financial matters to the 21st Century Schools Programme team, Welsh Assembly Government.
	1 Programme management arrangements: The authority has developed a corporate project management policy for use by all service areas, and all employees embarking on project management are provided training.The project management policy is underpinned by Contract Standing Orders and School Contract Standing Orders with guidelines and process for procurement to be followed, which is clear, explicit and auditable.There are joint Project Sponsors – Head of Education (Resources & Planning) and the Head of Engineering & Construction.The Senior Responsible Owner / Senior Corporate User is the Chief Education Officer.The authority has formed an Operations Group and a Strategic Programme Board Chaired by the Corporate Director for Young People’s Services.  A 21st Century Schools Programme Manager has been appointed who holds the role of Education Planning Manager, Education Service and a Technical Project Manager who holds the role of Building Services Manager, Engineering & Construction Service.Financial advice is provided to the Strategic Programme Board by the Assistant Head of Finance (Accountancy) and to the Operations Group by the Senior Accountant, Lifelong Learning & Leisure.There is a sound reporting and accountability framework for the programme management to the Cabinet and the Managing Director for this authority. 
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	2 Funding arrangements: A copy of the Cost and Funding Matrix to support this programme is attached at Appendix Three.It details the Band funding requirements for all four Bands, with the detail behind the delivery of Band A projects, and the demonstration of the readiness by this authority to move immediately to the development of an Outline Business Case to describe our implementation planning.  Each of the projects within Band A have either been the subject of a successful bid for Feasibility Funding during Tranche 2 or the subject of direct Tranche 3 bids, which were unsuccessful at that time.Band A is a bid for some £40m of which there is an element of match funding required.  Match funding of 30% of this total - £12 million has been derived by a responsible approach to a land and buildings related strategy.  An Asset Disposal Strategy across the authority confirms the capital receipts to support this bid.  Of the total £12m, the asset disposal list amounts to some £9.2m.This is complemented by further / additional resources from the NCC Invest to Save arrangement currently available for this bid at £2.8m.  This sum is available immediately and has been secured by Central Accountants against this bid, to again denote how this authority is in a state of readiness to deliver the key projects for the programme described in Band A.Consideration had been given to reducing the match funding percentage payable in earlier Bands, however, within the current climate of change and uncertainty, and together with the integration and collaboration of authorities across South East Wales, the decision was made to confirm the full 30% match funding obligation for Band A and to allude to future years match funding principles to support the strategy.  There is an inherent risk by authorities who postpone borrowing to future years, with the burden of that borrowing distributed across regions.The Cost and Funding Matrix identifies the details behind each project which were elaborated upon in the previous section.  There is an element of Final Design and Feasibility Studies required and with this in mind, a sum of £500,000 has been requested as a separate front loaded sum.  Should this be a successful bid, NCC would require some support for the final implementation planning following the completion of the Outline Business Case, towards the end of the financial year 2011 / 12 and into 2012 / 13.  In the event that the 21st Century Schools funding stream is deferred, this authority will amend the plans for all projects within Band A to meet the new terms.
	3 Affordability: The submission of this bid for Band A has been deemed affordable by the authority and in that respect a responsible attitude has been taken to the provision of match funding the total 30% within that Band.The bid is a realistic level, a conservative amount of £40 million, as the principles of match funding in the current economic climate have been challenging.NCC is under considerable financial pressure and has existing commitments, not least the current commitment to support the completion of the new build of Hartridge High School at a level of £27 million in this and the next financial years.As a result the match funding through asset disposal is the only course of action.  Should asset disposals not deliver the required level of capital receipts in time for the financial stream for Band A, the programme delivery will be curtailed or re-scheduled accordingly.The full options appraisal has taken forward the affordability criteria as a critical success factor, all options were assessed against cost, affordability and value for money.Similarly, the Value for Money option appraisal delivered the highest value for money result by a weighted scoring system of the options against the investment objectives and the critical success factors.Band A sets out the preferred option to deliver the NCC strategy and details projects to resolve our immediate priorities.  Bands B, C and D are indicative and there will be further and additional consultation in due course to finalise those project areas.  The project themes for the latter three bands are predicated on the success of achieving Band A funding and the completion of the Band A projects.  In the event this bid is unsuccessful the financial and strategic impact will be extrapolated onto the remaining Bands.
	1 Indicative cost continued: The indicative costs for this programme by this authority are as follows:Band A  - £40m  Match funding by NCC at 30% within this band at £12mBand B  - £100mBand C - £100mBand D - £100mA copy of the Cost and Funding Matrix to support this programme is attached at Appendix Three.In the event of failure to secure a successful bid for Band A, NCC will re-scope our future Band projects against priority areas and re-assess the financial position to support future Bands.  For this reason no demonstration of future match funding has been set out on the Cost and Funding Matrix at this time.
	1 Indicative cost: Newport City Council is proposing a 21st Century Schools Programme at a level of investment of £340 million, of which, Band A projects amount to £40 million of that total programme cost.  The constituent investments required for this authority to deliver a 10 - 15 year programme are based upon costs derived Autumn 2010 and the recognition of match funding at a level of 30% of the project cost total, covered within each Band.    The preferred option for Band A is Option Three - Do Major - Major Development Programme.  The project costs totalling £40 million, are detailed as:1.  City wide Demountable Replacement £15m & Nurseries £2m2.  New Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Special School £10m3.  New Welsh-medium Primary School £12.5mOptimism bias is the demonstrated systematic tendency for people to be over-optimistic about the outcome of planned actions.  In this respect the development of education outcomes are strategic, aligned to evidenced progress against national targets, with an assessment of viability for delivering against national and local strategies and plans.  Therefore there has not been an over-estimation of the likelihood of positive events or the under-estimating of the likelihood of negative events in deriving the vision for education over 10 to 15 years by the Education Service for this authority.  There has however, been a scoping exercise in terms of financial optimism bias, which has to be adopted in circumstances like this, where bids are being submitted for the financial years 2012 to 2015, and where local authorities operate under annual funding cycles.  This has been adopted in reference to the current and short / medium term market for realising capital receipts on the asset disposal list, determining current market values against short / medium term market values and other national, local and service sector business influences.  This has been carried out before deriving our capacity to match fund Band A projects, in preparation for the financial year commencing April 2012.NCC does not utilise life cycle contractors, but does subscribe to the BCIS for support in this respect.

	Description Band A: 1.  City wide Demountable Replacement £15m & Nurseries £2m2.  New Autistic Spectrum Disorder Special School £10m 3.  New Welsh-medium Primary School £12.5m
	Description Band D: 1.  Secondary School Development Programme £50m2.  Primary School Development Programme £50m3.  St Modwen primary schools x 2 (no cost to NCC)
	Estimated Value A: £39.5m plus £500k feas.= £40m
	Executive Summary: This Strategic Outline Programme (SOP) submitted by Newport City Council (NCC) in 5 case compliant format is a bid for Band A funding for capital investment.The Post 16 Strategic Outline Case (SOC) “The Future Delivery of Post 16 Education & Training in Newport” (available upon request) was approved by DCELLS on 8th Dec, 2010 and should be read in conjunction with this document.  The NCC strategy is to support the delivery of a teaching and learning vision for 3 – 19 in schools, all 6th forms are being retained within their current 11 – 19 settings.  All post 16 students will be able to work across a common timetable attending Coleg Gwent, secondary schools and other partnership locations to access their education and training, with effect from September 2011.  This 21st Century SOP is submitted at a time when NCC is already heavily investing in education estate – after the completion of Newport High School, Bettws Lane; the rebuild of Hartridge High School commenced in July 2010.  This and other financial pressures have impacted on the ability to match fund any bid.  It is with this in mind, that NCC is submitting a conservative bid for Band A funding of £40m, with the required match funding of 30% - £12m, to be derived through an asset disposal strategy - Green projects will deliver our Gold vision.The first of five cases - the Strategic Case, describes how Newport holds only a very small surplus of school places, unlike the rest of Wales.  As a high achieving education service, in a city with a forecast burgeoning population, there are many pressures to face - a large number of decaying demountable accommodation which prohibits and limits aspiration for learners and teachers; limited nursery provision within the heart of each community; more than 70 ethnic minority languages spoken by Asylum Seekers and economic migrants resettled in the city; pressures on Welsh-medium education; oversubscribed places for special education needs, and the lack of specialist provision for pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) within the city.  The business needs & solutions are examined, referring to our role in a Three Counties Bid for Digital Learning Platforms; transforming ICT to support better education outcomes for all learners across the region, underpinning high standards, already part of NCC culture.The second case - the Economic Case, tests the options available to deliver our education vision, with an options appraisal against investment objectives and critical success factors and an assessment of the viability of each option for NCC, including value for money, before identifying the preferred option.  The third case - the Commercial Case, sets out how NCC would procure projects in company with other LA's, utilising joint framework agreements where possible, to secure economies of scale, benchmarking across South East Wales developing standardised approaches to project management & construction.The fourth case - the Financial Case sets out the indicative costs of projects within Band A, funding and affordability issues and identifies the financial constraints upon NCC in the current and medium term climate.  This section includes a view on the asset disposal strategy and marketing of land for housing.The fifth case - the Management Case, describes the project engagement & consultation which has taken place, with details on the Programme and Project Management arrangements including the roles and responsibilities, together with a section on the management of risk and quality assurance.The outcomes for NCC, in the event of a successful bid, will be the ability to deliver up to date, richlearning environments on school sites, where once there were decaying demountables, it will enablepupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorder to spend more time in education than travelling to out of county placements, support working families in the provision of nurseries within the heart of the community and finally, support the statutory requirement by NCC to provide education for pupils at a Welsh-medium primary level.  The vision will be delivered by efficiencies in the NCC estate, through the co-location and integration of public services, promoting the Community Focused agenda.  This bid demonstrates thatNCC is a key partner in establishing closer working relationships between schools and the communities they serve, with all partners encouraged to see schools as integral to community capacity building.
	Email: amandab.davies@newport.gov.uk  
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	1 Commercial strategy Cont: teaching assistant facilities in the medium of Welsh; or more specifically for the design of the Special School for pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorder.  PROCUREMENT THROUGH REGIONAL OR OTHER FRAMEWORKSThere is the ability to utilise off the shelf designs for speed and efficiency of development at final feasibility and final scoping stages within any framework model.  It is common place for this authority to utilise value engineering, as best practice during the procurement process, it is expected that this will be replicated by partners within the framework.  Previous experience by Officers within and across authorities can save or influence design stages.  Multiple professional groups across the region will have the ability to incorporate the same or similar design concepts.  Collaborative carbon reducing strategies will be employed, to ensure the authority’s emission targets are met.  National targets will provide the same basis of analysis to all partner authorities within the framework.  Regional BREEAM excellent ratings are the target for this authority with many of the lessons learned having been shared with colleagues across the authority on the project management of Newport High School, Bettws Lane.Time is saved in design, procurement, delivery of goods, delivery of the whole project and the management and direction of the project is enhanced by lessons learned from the partnership working within SEWSCAP.  Bench marking on a regional basis allows for a standardised approach to project management and delivery of final outcomes.PREQUALIFIED CONTRACTORS OR SUPPLIERSThe authority will use the SEWSCAP framework, which will provide for prequalified contractors or suppliers.POTENTIAL FOR INNOVATIVE PROCUREMENT E.G. OFFSITE CONSTRUCTIONOff the shelf designs can link to off site construction, as there are not local changes or restrictions during the construction phases.  This is however, dependent upon sites, access and different schemes.POTENTIAL FOR USE OF LOCAL SMES, LOCAL LABOUR, MATERIALSLinking with SEWSCAP contractors to support local labour from across the region is the general approach, however, the specific contractor may have dedicated teams, with more permanent terms and conditions at preferential rates of pay, which would provide for more competitive economies of scale during procurement.  This authority would approve such an approach within SEWSCAP.  Regional supply chains would provide reduced carbon footprint and limit regional transport issues.  Reduction in time to deliver projects is a normal practice when utilising local labour, regional materials or local / regional small to medium size enterprises. Reduction in transportation of materials / labour is again normal practice with this style of framework.  This authority has always supported small to medium size enterprises across the region, however, with the scope or the scheme in question, the authority would rely upon advice from the SEWSCAP framework team.
	1 Commercial strategy: STRATEGY FOR COMPLIANCE WITH COMPETITION REQUIREMENTSNewport City Council will be utilising the SEWSCAP framework; which has been established following full European Union procurement requirements.  NCC will ensure the commercial strategy is compliant by using this framework with mini-competitions to determine the most economic advantageous provider at that time, for each specific project or a group of projects of a similar scope.  The likely extent of the use of private sector contractors / suppliers, in-house or public-sector will be measured in accordance with the usual contract standing orders and collaborative framework arrangements.  It is deemed preferable to utilise SEWSCAP framework contractors / suppliers, there are economies of scale within any collaborative agenda and the South East Wales authorities will actively seek out the most advantageous for the programme and for projects throughout the life of the programme. However, this may depend upon the named framework contractors, it is expected that the majority of work will be procured externally to provide economies of scale. Any in-house service by this authority is likely to be limited to design when projects are dependent upon site dynamics and specific school requirements, where that site is already known to the authority’s Design & Consultancy Team.  SUPPLIERS OF SERVICES, PARTNER ORGANISATIONSThe co-location of services could include for example libraries, Adult Learning or Health care. Investment is for NCC and on some projects on a regional basis for a group or consortia of authorities. Any investment benefits for partner organisations will be administered by Central Finance, as the prime investor is NCC.  Professional services will be utilised to influence design as and when appropriate, particularly for example, in the development of the Canolfan Addysg for the provision of specialised
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	3 Preferred option: The Preferred Option for NCC for Band A funding is described as a Major Development Programme.Band A refers to three project themes, which this authority believes will achieve the Gold outcomes.The total costs have been assessed as £40m, within individual project costs identified as follows:1.  City wide Demountable Replacement £15m & Nurseries £2m2.  New Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Special School £10m3.  New Welsh-medium Primary School £12.5mThis preferred option is considered to be the "Green and Gold Education" Option for NCC.The projects are derived following lengthy consultation since May 2010 with key stakeholders on the capacity of sites, the delivery difficulties for the current curriculum, the pressures on school places in all sectors and the need to meet our statutory requirements.  The green agenda underpins all NCC work, and the Education Service have been at the forefront of high education results for many years, providing a gold standard of education across the city.  The preferred option will underpin our work to date and enable this authority to continue to deliver such high standards, at the same time taking forward our role within the collaboration agenda to reshape public services across the South East Wales region. We are confident that this strategy is sufficiently focused on developing key skills (PISA). 1.  City wide Demountable Replacement £15m & Nurseries £2mMany of our schools have decaying temporary accommodation used for the delivery of education on sites across the city.  The sites are in the primary, secondary and special education sectors.  At the same time, a review of nursery provision with the Children & Young People's Partnership Team has identified that there would be tremendous benefit to the community if more primary school sites held a local authority nursery wing.  This facility does not need to be a high cost, high impact structure, there are many examples across Wales of how current sites have assessed capacity, changed the use of rooms and focused on the efficiency of the school site to deliver small, but valuable nursery wings.  It is with this in mind, that the project to replace demountable accommodation across the city which is currently being used for the delivery of the curriculum and at the same time, assess the potential for nursery provision was fully scoped.  This work commenced in the Spring of 2010 in preparation for a Tranche 3 bid for Demountable Replacement, at which time the following schools were identified as having potential for redevelopment at the same time, delivering education under considerable practical constraints - such as no running water, therefore unable to deliver Art or Science and for the pupils a trip across an open school site to find a toilet.  The list is in no priority order, all the named schools and their respective governing bodies are aware of, and support the need to, replace demountables, with more permanent accommodation to benefit the school and the community, at the same time assessing  needs of that school for the future, having regard for the NCC Community Focused agenda.1.  Mount Pleasant Primary                2. Langstone Primary               3. Pentrepoeth Primary4.  Caerleon Endowed Infant              5. Caerleon Endowed Junior    6. Bassaleg School7.  Caerleon Comprehensive              8. Caerleon Lodge Hill Infant    9. Caerleon Lodge Hill Junior10.Lliswerry HighNursery provision is haphazard across the city, for many years families have relied upon the private sector to meet the demand for places.  The following schools have been assessed to include nursery provision or to enhance nursery provision, to resolve pressures on places, in the first of two phases.1.  Clytha Primary       2. Millbrook Primary               3.  Monnow Primary     4.  Langstone Primary                       5. Mount Pleasant      6. Ysgol Gymraeg Ifor Hael    7.  High Cross Primary  8. Malpas Church In Wales       9. Glasllwch               10. Pentrepoeth                       11. Marshfield               12. Malpas ParkTwo other primaries were amalgamated in recent years and the nursery provision is to be enhanced by  the addition of corridors to aid transition:   A. Lliswerry Primary School   B. St Julian's Primary School
	2 Option appraisal Cont: The long list of four options were generated by workshops, consultation exercises and scoping work with key stakeholders between May and December 2010.   Feedback from a broad based opinion gathering exercise during the month of October and final consultations in December were factored into the options before full assessment, attached at Appendix Two, assessing the advantages & weaknesses of options.Each option was appraised against Scope - choices in terms of coverage ("The What" - App Two A); Service Solutions - driven by new services or approaches or new ways of working ("The How" - App Two B); Service Delivery - driven by availability of provision, funding, organisation of work ("The Who" - App Two C); Value for Money - to assess the highest value for money return ("The Vfm" - App Two D).  It is usual to exclude the options DISCOUNTED at Scoping stage, however, the NCC basis for the determination of the final / preferred option is assessment against all of the stages for all of the options.Appendix Two (A - D) details the approach with a narrative to demonstrate judgement of each option, against the four appraisal tools, to deliver the investment objectives and the critical success factors.  The benefits were noted with the following results:-OVERALL CONCLUSIONS - SCOPING OPTIONS:Option One - Do Nothing - Existing Development ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at the scoping stage as the benefits were measured as 3 / 8, although achieving exemplar status with pupils influencing design and deemed currently affordable (funded by NCC resources at a current level of £27m) it failed to satisfy at least half of IO and CSFs.Option Two - Do Minimum - Wider Refurbishment ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at the scoping stage as benefits only measured 2 / 8 of IO and CSFs.Option Three - Do Major - Major Development ProgrammeThis option was PREFERRED at the scoping stage, the benefits measures 8 / 8 against the IO & CSFs.Option Four - Do Maximum - Full Development ProgrammeThis option was deemed POSSIBLE at the scoping stage, the benefits measured 7 / 8 with the CSF of affordability as an issue.  The cost of Option Four is predicted at £150m for which £45m would need to be match funded - this is a significant constraint for this authority.OVERALL CONCLUSIONS - SERVICE SOLUTION OPTIONS:Option One - Do Nothing - Existing Development ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at the service solutions stage as it achieved 4 / 8 against the IO & CSFs.One additional benefit to the scoping stage in the delivery of sustainability and reduction of energy costs delivered by the exemplar secondary school redevelopment programme in the first of two new schools.Option Two - Do Minimum - Wider Refurbishment ProgrammeThis option was also DISCOUNTED at this stage, scoring 3 / 8 against the IO & CSFs.Option Three - Do Major - Major Development ProgrammeThis option was PREFERRED at the service solutions stage, scoring 8 / 8 against the IO & CSFs.Option Four - Do Maximum - Full Development ProgrammeThis option is deemed POSSIBLE at the service solutions stage, scoring 7 / 8 again on the basis of cost.OVERALL CONCLUSIONS - SERVICE DELIVERY OPTIONS:Option One - Do Nothing - Existing Development ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at the service delivery stage, scoring 3  / 8 against IO & CSFs.Option Two - Do Minimum - Wider Refurbishment ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at this stage, scoring a mere 2 / 8 against the IO & CSFs, a risky option.Option Three - Do Major - Major Development ProgrammeThis option was again the PREFERRED option, scoring 8 / 8 against the IO & CSFs, a sound option.Option Four - Do Maximum - Full Development ProgrammeThis option was also deemed POSSIBLE at this stage, scoring 7 / 8, however the risk is in the cost.OVERALL CONCLUSIONS - VALUE FOR MONEY (Vfm) OPTIONS:Each IO & CSF was given a weighting and the Vfm assessment was on a scoring multiplied by that weighting basis, with the highest Vfm calculated as a measure against each million pounds expenditure
	2 Option appraisal Cont 2: Option One - Do Nothing - Existing Development ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at the Vfm stage, the weighted scoring of 70 / 113 providing a Vfm of 1.45 per million, coming 3rd out of the four options measured in this way.Option Two - Do Minimum - Wider Refurbishment ProgrammeThis option was also DISCOUNTED at the Vfm stage, it had a weighted scoring of 83 / 113 providing a Vfm score of 1.48 per million, this option was 2nd out of the four options in terms of value for money.Option Three - Do Major - Major Development ProgrammeThis option was PREFERRED at the Vfm stage, the weighted scoring of 109 / 113 provided a weighted scoring of 1.7 per million, the highest value for money option out of the four.Option Four - Do Maximum - Full Development ProgrammeThis option was DISCOUNTED at this vital appraisal stage, deemed the lowest value for money of the four options with a weighted scoring of 93 / 113 which provided a Vfm of 0.37 per million for a programme which is planned to cost £150m initially, and with life-cycle costs would amount to £250m.Table of Option Appraisal Results:OPTIONS                  SCOPE        SERVICE SOL   SERVICE DEL         VFM                      RESULT1.Do Nothing             Discounted   Discounted         Discounted               Discounted 2.Do Minimum           Discounted   Discounted         Discounted               Discounted3.Do Major                 Preferred      Preferred            Preferred                  Preferred             Preferred4.Do Maximum          Possible        Possible             Possible                    Discounted The above table demonstrates the NCC process for applying a full appraisal in line with 5 case business model guidance and 21st Century team recommendations, with a weighted and scoring method, and an assessment in broad terms of cost and affordability for each option.The result is the PREFERRED OPTION of:Option Three - Do Major - Major Development Programme - cost £40mThis option is considered as achievable, delivering the foundation for the development of flexible rich learning environments, allowing the delivery of the curriculum within a suitable setting which supports a focus on key skills and impacting in a beneficial way across many sectors of the community.  The implementation of this preferred option would be discussed further within an Outline Business Case, where, the authority would be able to demonstrate commitment to all learners.  The preferred option for Newport City Council is underpinned by the continuing collaboration with other local authorities at a regional and national level.  The collaboration agenda has a focus to maximise the opportunities with which to establish pan regional-national ICT systems, infrastructure and learning platforms.The detail behind the preferred option is described further within Section 4.3.
	2 Option appraisal: This section was derived by workshops, consultation exercises and scoping work with key stakeholders.The NCC strategy is to support the delivery of the vision for teaching and learning through schools for 3 - 19 with planning of school places in the nursery, primary & secondary sectors, the provision of access to Special Education Needs, Welsh-medium primary and Faith based education within the city of Newport; with collaboration across South East Wales on key ICT projects and for future Welsh-medium secondary provision.  To deliver the strategy, projects were developed & then assessed to meet NCC investment objectives (IO) & critical success factors (CSFs) in line with the aims of 21st C programme.The range of possible options for the programme in relation to the investment aims in Section 3.3 are to include the existing / current position for NCC, which would continue in any event and is described as: -Planning school places – monitoring small surplus but with pressures in nursery, primary & secondary; -Completing the Hartridge High School rebuild; -Completing the Duffryn High School feasibility study; -Continuing to collaborate on Digital Learning Platforms & other key ICT projects in the future; -Currently developing a Planned Maintenance Strategy to complement the 21st C programme;-Delivering prioritised maintenance works to keep schools open, warm and dry; -Ensuring Condition Surveys are updated to monitor and future proof the overall NCC estate; -Developing case for change for rich learning environments, bench marking leading practice;-Ensuring pupils with ASD receive appropriate specialist education in out of county placements-Supporting Maes Ebbw Special School with an increasingly oversubscribed position; -Supporting integration with mainstream schools for pupils with Special Education Needs;-Statutory consultation proposal underway for third Welsh-medium primary school (seedling status – at a    temporary location); -Continuing to collaborate on Welsh-medium secondary provision across the regionOPTION ONE: Do Nothing - Existing Development Programme -This option would continue with the existing current proposals set out above and no more, which means -Responsive maintenance only to all schools-Pupils with ASD continue to travel to out of county placements to receive education-Constrain provision for Welsh-medium primary education if more applications received than existing places OPTION TWO: Do Minimum - Wider Refurbishment Programme -Refurbishment of numerous school premises to bring as many up to a common standard as possible-Pupils with ASD continue to travel to out of county placements to receive education-Constrain provision for Welsh-medium primary education if more applications received than existing places OPTION THREE: Do Major - Major Development Programme-City wide Demountable Replacement & Nurseries within the heart of the community-New ASD Special School + supporting Maes Ebbw + Primary Schools for integration in mainstream-New Welsh-medium Primary School to meet statutory requirementOPTION FOUR: Do Maximum - Full Development Programme-Rebuild Duffryn High School-Reshape & refurbish remaining four secondary schools-Remodel primary school sites to provide rich learning environments including full integration for ASD -New Welsh-medium primary school to meet statutory requirement -New Welsh-medium secondary school (host authority) for the South East Wales region
	1 Critical success factors: Section 3.3 set out the NCC Strategy for School Improvement and identified projects to deliver that agenda through the 21st C programme.  This section describes the NCC Investment Objectives which are key to deliver that strategy, they are aligned to the 21st CS aims and NCC plans & strategies, in particular, the Transformation Plan for Post 16.  They are supported by the NCC Critical Success Factors, against which a full Options Appraisal has been carried out, to determine the preferred option.NCC INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES:1.  To support the delivery of the NCC vision for teaching & learning of 3-19, through the creation of rich learning environments (RLE) to improve educational outcomes.2.  To improve efficiency and cost-effectiveness into the NCC estate, by community focused sites supporting co-location & integration of public services.3.  To introduce improvements to sustainability and CO2 reductions, ensuring schools enjoy 21st C standards, reducing recurrent costs and carbon footprints.NCC CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS:4.  To deliver unmet statutory need on a regional basis.5.  To deliver projects which have exemplar / demonstration status.6.  To deliver significant efficiencies into the education system with the right school in the right place for all learners.7.  To have projects delivered with high levels of user / community satisfaction, by the influencing of design.8.  To be potentially affordable, meeting the resourcing / funding constraints for NCC on match funding.This above investment objectives and critical success factors are key to assess the delivery of our projects, to harness their strategic intent and to secure the outcomes - linking back to the aims of 21st C programme. Successful projects need to support the creation of rich learning environments to allow for an enhanced curriculum delivery thereby supporting the school improvement strategy; addressing unmet need and supporting the delivery of digital learning platforms & other ICT - achieving better educational outcomes.  The region is collaborating on the reshaping of public services and the joint delivery agenda is a focus for NCC, at a local level by co-locating / integrating services on school sites, by the rationalisation of the overall NCC estate and at a regional level by access to enhanced provision.
	3 Preferred option Cont: A second phase of nursery provision will occur during Band B of this programme to incorporate all other schools in the primary sector ensuring that city wide provision meets the needs of the community. This work will be carried out in the project "Remodelling of Primary Sector sites for 3 - 11", including a review of nursery provision where appropriate to meet the needs of that community.  This is intended to include Roman Catholic Primary Schools who do not benefit from a nursery - as all nursery provision is declared to be non-denominational.  The Archdiocese and all Roman Catholic primary Heads and Chairs of GB have been consulted on this proposal for Band B.2.  New Autistic Spectrum Disorder Special School £10mSpecialist provision for pupils with Autistic Spectrum Disorder is limited across Wales to the extent where some of our pupils travel to out of county placements and into England for some residential provision.  There are numbers of pupils receiving education across the city in bases, either as a result of the team available and the parental wish to preserve that provision within the mainstream school, or as a result of those pupils being educated in units at specific sites.  At Brynglas Primary School there is a unit for ASD where the pupil number is currently 12 and they face an uncertain future in the provision on their site.  At the same time, there are approximately 24 pupils with ASD travelling to out of county placements in Wales and the West Country, at a cost to this authority of some £1.1m per year for the transport arrangements.  The pupils face a long journey twice a day sometimes as much as one and a half hours on a bus, before receiving education.  This authority carried out a long list of options appraisal on this specific project in preparation for a bid for Tranche 3 funding.  At that time and again more recently, stakeholders have assessed options for this client group and the result was a preferred option with the learner in mind, as the priority in this case.  As a result, of the failed bid for Tranche 3 funding, the Cabinet for this authority met in July 2010 and confirmed a proposal to fund a more suitable site for specialist provision.  This proposal was geared around the NCC Invest to Save model, where savings from the transportation on an annual basis would support internal borrowing to fund a proposal.  That decision is still valid, and there is some £2.8m available immediately to match fund the bid for this project within Band A.  The designs were completed in the Spring of 2010, full consultations have been carried out with key stakeholders and the detailed specification for the completed model is available for scrutiny.  The funding is being reserved by this authority to support this project in Band A.The pupils currently receiving education in the unit at Brynglas Primary School enjoy integration with their primary school peer group in mainstream settings.  This project theme is incorporating the partial refurbishment of Crindau Primary School and an enhanced setting for Malpas Church in Wales Infant and Malpas Church in Wales Junior School to facilitate continuing integration by that community. The total project costing £10m will also include the demountable replacement on the Maes Ebbw Special School site, a decaying building, limiting the delivery of the curriculum to a particularly challenging cohort.  At the point of replacing that demountable, this project would be able to support the pressures on school places at that site now, and in the future by the planning of school places for pupils with special education needs which would be factored into the reshaping of this site.  3.  New Welsh-medium Primary School £12.5mNewport's Welsh Education Scheme 2006 to 2011 sets out the commitment to ensure that every parent seeking a Welsh-medium education for their child, receives a place and this within reasonable travel distance from their home.  NCC is currently out to statutory consultation at a formal consultation stage, to establish a new Welsh-medium primary school in September 2011, to be temporarily located within the site of Maindee Primary School, Newport.  By 2014, Maindee Primary School will no longer be able to accommodate this proposed school and its team, and a permanent location is required.  NCC has no empty school buildings available and manages a significantly small surplus overall.  Therefore, the preferred option is a new build, two form entry primary school to include a Nursery and community facilities.
	3 Preferred option Cont 2: As part of a WAG funded feasibility study in Spring 2010, NCC consulted with key stakeholders on a long list of site options, at which a location in the south west of the city was the preferred way forward.  A site is available, the Planning Authority has determined this site is viable and has placed an education label on the future use of that site - Percoed Reen.  The proposed new school will have an age range of 3 - 11, and will also incorporate an Additional Learning Needs resource base, for learners through the medium of Welsh.  There is currently no such specialist provision within the Gwent area of South East Wales.  The site will include a facility to provide for specialist immersion provision for "Late-comers" to Welsh-medium primary education.  There is no such specialist facility within South East Wales.  There will be additional community and professional learning community facilities in a Canolfan Addysg, for the delivery of Teaching Assistant training and Adult Learning through the medium of Welsh.  The local authority will also work in partnership with private child care and pre-school education providers to complement the nursery provision and provide wrap around care.PROCUREMENT OPTIONS: NCC is signed up to the SEWSCAP framework agreements and the collaboration of and for design, construction, project management and enabling.  With this in mind, the projects identified within Band A can be delivered by collaboration on any one of those areas with other authorities within Wales.  NCC are happy to discuss the implementation options, albeit within the development of Outline Business Cases with other stakeholders, particularly to achieve economies of scale for whole projects.  In the joint working agenda for all authorities within South East Wales, there will be Project Management resource issues and NCC would be pleased to consider models of collaborative Project Management of our work across the region.  The city wide demountable replacement and development of nursery provision is a project which is specific to each site, therefore local knowledge would be appropriate, however, that can be factored into any procurement model.  The project to build a new ASD school is a highly specialist provision and NCC would welcome assistance or collaboration with others who are planning a similar venture.  The Welsh-medium primary school is a typical project to be achieved in a procurement, design and construction framework and NCC would be pleased to identify cost savings and economies of scale to deliver this project.  It is a critical time for authorities and the opportunity for any potential cost / time savings are to be upheld. MILESTONES: The following critical dates are to manage the current funding cycle, planning will continue.December 2010 - submission of bid for Band A & June 2011 - decision on funding for Band A projectsJanuary 2011 to June 2011 - development of Outline Business Case in draft for future planning to be sure projects are in a mature state of readinness to deliver - if no win for Band A, then file and continueto plan for future years, in the event that there are Pilot Projects or Quick Wins to secure funds against.December 2011 - submission of revised SOP with re-scoping of Band B,C & D projects, if no win for A.

	Description Band C: 1.  Secondary School Development Programme £40m2.  Primary School Development Programme £50m3.  Special Education Resource Programme £10m


